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The purpose of this analysis was to identify trends in didactic children’s literature
from the twentieth century to the present as influenced by secular educational philosophy.
Using popularity and content research, ten books were sought from each decade
beginning in the twentieth century and concluding with the beginning of the twenty-first
century. These books were studied to determine what popular books didactically infer
about society, culture, religion, gender, family, ecology, and controversial issues such as
divorce, prejudice, violence, and physical intimacy. Using trend analysis of a
homogeneous sampling of realistic American fiction, written in prose, for elementary
readers in kindergarten through sixth grade, this study examined how secular educational
philosophy influenced children’s literature throughout the twentieth century to the
present. Examination of the results, in response to the purpose statement, delineated the
full scope of the implications of this trend analysis and the necessary recommendations.
Didacticism has changed from a moral teaching method popularized by the
Puritans to a medium for sociopolitical dogma. This study showed a correlation between
progressive educational philosophy and trends in children’s literature regarding society
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and culture, religion, gender and family, ecology, and controversial issues in books from
1900 to 2003. Didacticism was used to forward secular philosophy that emphasizes moral
relativism, behavioral autonomy, and global citizenship.
This trend analysis concluded that the dominance of progressive didacticism in
children’s literature over the last forty years mandates Christian colleges and universities
to provide increased literary teacher training, and for Christian schools around the
country to change their library policies, provide administrative leadership, supervise
classroom libraries, and help parents develop literary awareness. Literature can have a
profound effect on a child; therefore, Christians must determine what that didactic
influence will be.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Study
Literature can have a profound effect on a child. In his book Language and
Ideology in Children's Fiction, John Stephens notes that one book has the potential to
change a child’s thinking about life, meaning, and ultimate reality (1992, 3). Amid the
aesthetic appeal that influences a child to select a particular book, there is a factor that
can be overlooked—the underlying purpose of the work that manipulates the child’s
thinking. Stephens continues, “Writing for children is usually purposeful, its intention
being to foster in the child reader a positive apperception of some socio-cultural values
which, it is assumed, are shared by author and audience” (1992, 3).
Purposeful writing conveys idealism. Literary critic Perry Nodelman explains that
when the primary purpose of a book is to instruct or convey ideology, it is commonly
referred to as “didactic” (1996, 288). The use of didacticism in children’s literature is not
inherently undesirable. From the inception of American literature, books have conveyed
societal standards regarding morality, parental authority, and patriotism. However, the
rise of secular educational philosophy has changed didacticism from a moral teaching
method to a medium for sociopolitical dogma. Hence, when didacticism is used to
forward secular philosophy that emphasizes moral relativism, behavioral autonomy, and
global citizenship, it ceases to be literature and becomes propaganda.
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Children’s literature is a vital part of Christian elementary education. Teachers
select books with the intent to delight and instruct children. Yet, as children’s literature
increasingly emphasizes values rooted in secular philosophy, it becomes more difficult
for teachers to select skillfully books that support the traditional Judeo-Christian values at
the core of Christian education.
As the Christian school movement thrives in the diversity of the American
education system, it is essential that current studies on children’s literature be available to
support traditional educational values in the area of literature selection. It is in this critical
tenor that this study was conducted.

Introduction to the Problem Statement
Didactic children’s literature became popular in America as a result of Puritan
religious fervor. Puritans viewed children’s literature as a means to teach Christian
principles of faith. Donna and Saundra Norton, professors at Texas A&M University,
note that what is often coined “didacticism” in children’s literature became popular in the
seventeenth century with religious works such as Cotton Mather’s Spiritual Milk for
Boston Babes in Either England, Drawn from the Breasts of Both Testaments for Their
Souls’ Nourishment (1649), James Janeway’s A Token for Children, Being an Exact
Account of the Conversion, Holy and Exemplary Lives, and Joyful Deaths of Several
Young Children (1671), and John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress (1678) (1999, 67).
Didacticism did not wane with the coming of the colonial period. Anne Moore,
former associate professor of education at Columbia University, points out that under the
influence of popular philosophers Jean Jacques Rousseau and John Locke, children’s
2

literature changed from a religious moral didacticism to a developmental moral
didacticism, thus promoting irreligious tendencies (1934, 184). Huck and associates note
that in this period, children were seen as little adults in need of practical guidance to
accelerate their development into productive and cultured adults (1997, 90). Zena
Sutherland, professor at the University of Chicago, further explains that popular fiction
books such as John Newbery’s History of Little Goody Two Shoes (1765), Anna Laetitia
Barbauld’s Evenings at Home (1792) and Horatio Alger’s Ragged Dick (1867) all reflect
the subtle change in children’s literature from religious to developmental moral
didacticism (1997, 51). The cause of this change was secular educational philosophy.
Progressivism as an educational movement in America did not become developed
and organized until John Dewey exerted his influence. However, Myra and David
Sadker, professors at American University, note that elements of progressivism as a
secular educational philosophy were prevalent in Europe, having begun early in the
seventeenth century with educator and children’s author Johann Amos Comenius (1997,
293). Huck and associates explain that this established European philosophy began
influencing didactic children’s literature in America during the colonial period and
continued to the twentieth century (1997, 92). It is at the end of the twentieth century that
developmental moral didacticism assumed a more radical tone.
As modern American society deals with the decline of the family, substance
abuse, and global issues, children’s literature becomes more problem-oriented and
didactic. Professor of Languages and Literature at Ferris State University David Russell
notes that popular books such as Louise Fitzhugh’s Harriet the Spy (1964), Robert
Cormier’s I Am the Cheese (1977), and P. Danziger’s Forever Amber Brown (1996) are
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examples of “socially relevant” children’s books that teach children what to think about
controversial issues (1997, 40-41). Literary researchers Barbara Stoodt-Hill and Linda
Ampaugh-Corson note, “Today’s authors discuss death, birth, anger, mental illness,
alcoholism, and brutality more explicitly than was acceptable in earlier times. Adults who
have not read recently published children’s books may find the realism shocking;
nevertheless, contemporary realism contributes to children’s self-understanding” (2001,
7). As the twenty-first century proceeds, this radical cultural didacticism shows no sign of
abating; rather, it evidences a growing popularity among teachers, parents, and students.

Problem Statement
Secular educational philosophy has influenced children’s literature and altered the
moral didacticism found in children’s literature beginning in the colonial period to a
cultural didacticism evidenced throughout the twentieth century to the present.

Purpose Statement
The purpose of this analysis was to identify trends in didactic children’s literature
from the twentieth century to the present as influenced by secular educational philosophy.

Significance of the Study
All literature can be didactic. Popular books with outstanding visual appeal and
innovative format often have cryptic teaching about environmentalism, multiculturalism,
relativism, and other cultural issues. Parents and teachers typically are unaware of the
current didactic trends in modern fiction for children. It was the goal of this study to
identify what influence secular educational philosophy has on children’s literature in
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regard to didacticism so that teachers can better determine what some modern fiction is
teaching children.
A variety of information has been written on didacticism in children’s literature. It
is the mode of this literature to relegate didacticism into compact historical time frames,
prominent children’s authors, or specific religious beliefs. The casual reader misses the
subtle trend in the focus of the didactic content. The true seminal period of didacticism
began with Puritan religious fervor, but it has changed to an increasingly humanistic and
radical degree throughout the twentieth century to the present. Therefore, a thoughtful
literature review of period materials, current publications, and modern literature
anthologies to illustrate the prevailing view of didacticism was conducted.
Specific themes in didactic books have been examined by other studies. However,
there is little information available on specific long-term didactic trends and their relation
to secular educational philosophy. Therefore, a selective trend analysis of didacticism
spanning popular literature from the beginning of the twentieth century to the present was
needed to inform teachers of the subtle humanistic ideologies in popular books for
children. These trends were analyzed in response to the theoretical and historical
precedence noted in the literature review and the general characteristics of progressive
ideology specified in the study methodology to show the correlation between secular
educational philosophy and trends in children’s literature throughout the twentieth
century and today. This study was conducted with the intent to provide a basis for future
research of other didactic trends found in different genres of children’s literature.

Research Questions and Objectives
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It was anticipated that this trend analysis would identify how secular educational
philosophy has influenced children’s literature throughout the twentieth century to the
present. Secular educational philosophy exerts humanistic influence on children’s
literature by using the vicarious experience inherent to the reading process to cryptically
advocate relativistic tolerance of controversial social and cultural issues. To examine the
current understanding of this philosophical influence, the literature review uniquely
traced didacticism through period materials, current literary publications, and modern
literature anthologies used in the training of elementary teachers. The content analysis
yielded valuable information about the specific didactic content of popular children’s
fiction that showed a correlation between progressive educational ideology and trends in
children’s literature from the twentieth century to the present.
Using trend analysis, ten books were sought from each decade beginning in the
twentieth century and concluding with the beginning of the twenty-first century. These
books were studied to answer these research questions:
1. What do these books imply about society and culture?
2. How do these books describe religion?
3. What do these books teach children about gender, family, and ecology?
4. How do these books present controversial issues?
These questions guided the identification of didactic trends in children’s literature in
relation to secular educational philosophy and were summative of the major societal
ideologies historically broached in children’s literature. Books that focused on building a
child’s vicarious experience while didactically teaching moral relativism and cultural
awareness of controversial issues were suggestive of secular educational philosophy.
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Books that taught moral absolutes and cultural awareness of ethical issues were
suggestive of traditional educational philosophy.
It was projected that the findings would be beneficial both to institutions training
elementary teachers and to schools throughout America seeking to evaluate their current
policies concerning literature selection for children. Ultimately, the results of this study
were directed toward helping Christian teachers better determine what some modern
fiction is imperceptibly teaching children.

Definition of Terms
Bildungsroman
The term bildung means “growth” and roman means “novel” (Tarbox 2003).
Professor at Western Michigan University Gwen Tarbox notes that bildungsroman is a
German term employed by modern literary scholars to denote a story that focuses on a
character’s burgeoning intellectual and emotional development. An increasing number of
popular children’s books are stylistically bildungsroman. This subgenre of realistic
fiction, also known as “coming-of-age narrative,” emphasizes a character’s sequence of
inner thoughts while undergoing a complicated process of building personal awareness
through a crisis situation.

Carnivalesque
John Stephens explains that books written after 1960 that question or ridicule
dominant social ideology are known as carnivalesque (1992, 120). These books
encourage child readers to question societal values by celebrating characters that test,
oppose, or subvert what is traditionally regarded as a normal standard of belief or conduct
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(121). This literature continues to be especially popular because of its extensive use of
humor and avant-garde style. Stephens suggests that carnivalesque works are especially
prone to subtle didactic themes hidden in playful language or outrageous scenarios (125).

Character Education
Prior to the twentieth century, the term character education implied the active
transmittal of specific Judeo-Christian values and ethics. However, with the propensity
toward global educational communities, professors Myra and David Sadker suggest that
character education has come to denote the use of various strategies to teach students a
predetermined set of inclusive core values (1997, 613). Also referred to as universal
values or multiculturalism, Berit Kjos, in her book Brave New Schools, describes modern
character education that focuses on tolerance and the integration of beliefs common to all
global cultures (1995, 265). While this term is most accurately expressed in its traditional
connotation of Judeo-Christian character education founded on biblical principles, it is
necessary to note the modern corruption of the term.

Christian Education
Christian education is a philosophy of education that focuses on a student’s
spiritual and academic needs through Bible teaching and rigorous academics. While
Christian education utilizes traditional education the desired outcome is different.
Traditional education seeks to produce competent, moral citizens. Henry Morris, in his
book Christian Education for the Real World, specifies that Christian education
endeavors to develop saved, Christian servants (1996, 33).
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Cultural Milieu
Books are not written in an ideological or historical vacuum. Professor Gwen
Tarbox notes that cultural milieu refers to jargon used by literary critics to describe the
cultural undercurrents of a particular historical period in which a book was written
(2003). These cultural undercurrents have the potential to bias a book and encourage the
reader to adopt certain beliefs or practices that reflect the popular societal views of the
time.

Didacticism
Literary researchers Stoodt-Hill and Ampaugh-Corson define literature written
with the prevailing theme to instruct the reader in a particular form of ideology as
didacticism (2001, 203). Not all literature is didactic. While one of the crucial functions
of literature is to instruct, this function can be accomplished in proportion to the aesthetic
appreciation of the work. Historically, didacticism in American children’s literature
began with the biblical zeal of the Puritans. However, literary commentator A. Abraham
argues that didacticism is equally prolific today with a subtle agenda of philosophical
zealotry (1992, 5).

Enculturation
Berit Kjos explains that teaching students to be global citizens by developing
student consciousness of other cultures, encouraging political activism, and practical
acceptance of universal values is enculturation (1995, 255). Enculturation can be most
creatively accomplished through the use of literature that glorifies other cultures and
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beliefs counter to the student’s own. Literature that emphasizes alternate sexual
orientation, mystical spirituality, and radical environmentalism enculturates the reader by
creating inner ethical conflict requiring personal acceptance of the bias in the book.

Normative Center
Professor Tarbox specifies that the portion of a realistic fiction story where the
author presents the “ideal” response to given circumstances and prompts readers to
transfer this ideal to their own lives is the normative center of a literature selection
(2003). This ideological peak exudes didacticism because it reveals the author’s
perception of what reality and normalcy constitute. The reader inadvertently forms a
value judgment on cultural issues based on what the book presents as preferable or ideal.

Problem Novel
Professors Donna and Saundra Norton describe a subgenre of realistic fiction, the
problem novel as an attempt to define culturally poignant issues through controversial or
graphic means (1999, 461). Designed to raise the reader’s consciousness and outrage at
social injustice, the problem novel is a prime venue for didacticism. Inappropriate
language, violence, and mature themes are examples of the excessive realism present in a
problem novel. Professor of education at the University of Massachusetts Amherst Masha
Rudman notes that while the problem novel began as a subgenre for older readers its
popularity has prompted authors to write similar novels for younger elementary school
children (1995, 3).

Psychological Realism
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Tarbox describes psychological realism in children’s literature as the examination
of a character’s inner thought life with the intent to help the reader address issues relating
to his own thoughts (2003). This type of realism encourages the reader to identify with
the character through a series of shared thoughts or experiences. Present in most modern
realistic fiction, psychological realism is radically didactic because it manipulates readers
to experience thoughts and emotional conflicts that are usually foreign to their real lives
apart from the book’s influence.

Secular Education
Commonly referred to as “progressive education,” secular education describes a
philosophy of education that, according to professors Myra and David Sadker, focuses on
practical subject matter, student-centered instruction, democracy, and social relationships
within the classroom setting (1997, 618). Often associated with John Dewey, progressive
education transcends its apparent historical context as an educational movement during
the early twentieth century. Progressive education, as reinterpreted throughout the
twentieth century and today, attempts to complete the secularization and globalization of
American culture through the social engineering of school children.

Traditional Education
Professor emeritus of Education and Humanities at the University of Virginia
E.D. Hirsch suggests that traditional education is a philosophy of education that focuses
on challenging subject matter, teacher-directed instruction, character education, and
parent involvement (1996, 9). Associated with the founding of American education and
the impetus of Puritan ideals, this educational movement continues to flourish in both
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private and Christian schools throughout America. Traditional education seeks to revive
historical American ideals of intellectual acuity, religious freedom, and national
sovereignty through the rigorous education of children.

Assumptions and Limitations
This analysis assumed that the term didacticism is understood in its broadest and
most accepted sense as literature written with the prevailing theme to instruct the reader
in a particular form of ideology. It was assumed that not all children’s fiction is
inherently didactic. Finally, it was assumed that trends in didacticism found in children’s
fiction are representative of didacticism found in other genres of children’s literature such
as fables, folktales, poetry, or myths.
This study was limited to examining didacticism in children’s literature
popularized in America. Authors and books from other countries were mentioned only in
regard to their appeal to American children. This study was further constrained to the
analysis of popular selections of children’s literature from the twentieth century to the
present. Popular books from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were mentioned only
as they relate to identifying historical trends in didacticism.
Selections of children’s literature designed for elementary school textbooks were
not included in this study. References to American public or private education were
limited to their relation to children’s literature and the progressive education movement.
This study did not focus on the intricacies of the literary process or the specific
formation of story elements such as setting, characterization, style, plot, or point of view.
These elements were mentioned as they relate to the prevailing didactic theme of a book
and specific statements of ideology. This analysis was limited to the didacticism found in
12

children’s fiction. Didacticism found in other genres such as fables, folktales, poetry, or
myths was excluded.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
A variety of information exists about didacticism and children’s literature. Period
materials, current literary publications, and modern literature anthologies typically
relegate didacticism to a specific historical period, prominent children’s authors, or
specific religious beliefs. To illustrate this prevailing view of didacticism, a theoretical
and historical perspective of current knowledge about didacticism was needed from the
viewpoint of prominent literary historians, professors, researchers, authors, and critics.

Theoretical Perspective
Literature addresses a need. Entertainment, socialization, religious awareness and
cultural instruction are all perceived needs that children’s literature can address. Former
head of the Department of Work with Children at the New York Library Julia Sauer notes
that literature is critical in generating understanding in children by making an “appeal
first to the emotions and then to the mind” ([1941] 1966, 322). To gain a theoretical
perspective of how a child’s understanding can be developed through literature, it is
essential to examine how society, ideology, instruction, and education influence
children’s literature.
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Society and Literature
Literary researcher Mary Lystad in her book From Dr. Mather to Dr. Seuss: 200
Years of American Books for Children indicates that literature provides insight into the
general aspirations, values, and achievements of a particular society (1980, xi).
Children’s literature is a vehicle whereby society can transfer popular ambitions and
values to succeeding generations. In his book Language and Ideology in Children's
Fiction, John Stephens articulates what values society can transmit to children through
literature: “These values include contemporary morality and ethics, a sense of what is
valuable in the culture’s past (what a particular contemporary social formation regards as
the culture’s centrally important traditions), and aspirations about the present and the
future” (1992, 3).
Clearly, literature for children can be a powerful tool in the current preservation
or future transformation of society. Stephens concludes, “Since a culture’s future is, to
put it crudely, invested in its children, children’s writers often take upon themselves the
task of trying to mold audience attitudes into ‘desirable’ forms, which can mean either an
attempt to perpetuate certain values or to resist socially dominant values which particular
writers oppose” (1992, 3). Consensus on what societal values should be transferred to
children often reflects the nation’s design of government, the will of the education
establishment, or activism by organizations focused on individual rights (1992, 3). These
and other prominent groups within society have a vested interest in what children are told
and what ideologies they adopt from popular culture.
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Ideology and Literature
Alison Lurie documents the subtle ideologies expressed by children’s authors in
her book Don’t Tell the Grown-ups: Subversive Children’s Literature. She heralds
authors who “mock current assumptions and express the imaginative, unconventional,
noncommercial view of the world in its simplest and purest form” (1990, xi). The intent
to express simple ideals to children can take the form of didacticism in regard to
nationalism, socialization, and religion.
Instilling in children a sense of their place in the world is one paramount ideology
didactically expressed in children’s literature. Literary critic Perry Nodelman states,
“Literary texts offer children representations of the world and of their own place as
children within that world. If the representation is persuasive, it will become the world
that those children readers believe they live in” (1996, 91). Persuasive representations of
the world take on various expressions in children’s books. Professor of Comparative
Literature at Lyons University Paul Hazard argues that literature should convey to
children the ideas of nationality and global humanity ([1933?] 1960, 146). Hazard states
that it is during a child’s early impressionable years that “the universal republic of
childhood is born” (146). It is this simplified ideology of a child’s national and global
identity that is the subject of a growing number of modern children’s books.
In modern thought, national or global identity has been adjoined to ethnic identity.
Twentieth-century children’s books often didactically express the idea of ethnic equality.
In her book Image of the Black in Children’s Fiction, researcher Dorothy Broderick
describes equality in regard to the African-American community: “Teaching children to
be color blind may seem a good idea, but as long as being black is the single most
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important fact of a black man's life, then the real harm that comes from pretending we are
all alike far outweighs whatever good can be attributed to this romantic wishful thinking”
(1973, 4-5). Developing a child’s thinking about ethnicity and how that influences
national or global culture is one of the socializing influences of children’s literature.
Socialization is the second dominant ideology that can be expressed through
books. Parents are the first to attempt to socialize their child. James Smith, professor of
English at San Fernando Valley State College, describes how parents use literature to
socialize their child.
Through their children’s reading, parents may hope to influence their
attitudes and actions toward family, neighborhood, school, church, nation, or
the world society. They may use books to shape a child’s values, to create or
change his ideals. Such counsel, embodied in fiction, poetry, or nonfiction,
may cover a tremendous range of behavior matters—obedience,
independence, physical safety, doing chores, being honest, study habits,
hygiene, attitudes toward school, being kind to animals. For many parents the
book is still primarily a moral agent, an influence upon belief and behavior
(1967, 68).
As the child’s first teachers, parents express what is socially acceptable through
direct instruction and the literary resources they choose. Yet parental freedom to
inculcate values has been called into question in the twentieth century. In the
article “Making the World Safe for the Janey Larkins,” Julia Sauer addresses the
issues of prejudice and global disunity by attacking American parenthood.
We talk glibly about wanting for our children greater freedom. What freedom
is more desirable than the freedom from cramped minds, from the petty
processes of thinking that develop from the crippling prejudices foisted on
children in the safety of their own homes? The father who declaims over his
coffee, “I don’t like Italians,” the mother who says, “I couldn’t quite trust
Mrs. S—. She is a—, you know,” might far better bind their children's feet or
tie their heads to a board. Yet this kind of training goes on so constantly that
we are barely conscious of it ([1941] 1966, 325).
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This example of mid-twentieth century antagonism toward parenthood is a symptom of a
larger philosophical shift from the primacy of home socialization to the idea of group
socialization.
While group socialization often is associated with the school environment, books
cannot be overlooked. Children’s literature provides group socialization through
individual authors who characterize what society deems philosophically essential.
Researcher Lauren Myracle states, “Adults throughout the ages have viewed books as
powerful tools with which to guide children’s thinking, strengthen their character, shape
their behavior, and, more recently, even to solve their problems” ([1995] 2003). These
societal efforts to group socialize children is often singularly focused on religious
conviction.
Religion is the third principal ideology expressed in children’s literature. Books
for children convey religion in a simplified pattern of morals. Professors Carol LynchBrown and Carl Tomlinson describe the didactic process of inculcating moral values:
“Often, adults write stories not for children’s pleasure but to teach morality lessons.
Although we think of stories of this sort as the thinly disguised religious tracts found in
the early history of children’s literature, we must be alert to a tendency for some current
authors to use children's literature as a platform to preach about drug abuse, animal
rights, and other issues of contemporary interest” (1999, 30-31). Hence, morality is not
synonymous with spirituality. Books can didactically inculcate religious morals that
encompass either spiritual or secular values.
Spiritual values are based on the Bible. These values call upon man to recognize
his inherent sinfulness and through faith receive salvation. The apostle Paul notes in the
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letter to the Ephesians the spirituality that accompanies salvation: “And that ye put on the
new man, which after God is created in righteousness and true holiness” (4:24). Often
confused with moral values, spiritual values have a different focus. Spiritual values
emphasize godliness while moral values emphasize goodness.
Professor of Theology and Ethics at Loyola College Vigen Guroian notes the
early moral tendencies of children: “Children are vitally concerned with distinguishing
good from evil and truth from falsehood” (1998, 3). In his book Tending the Heart of
Virtue: How Classic Stories Awaken a Child’s Moral Imagination, Guroian describes the
moral living that books can promote: “Moral living is about being responsive and
responsible toward other people. And virtues are those traits of character that enable
persons to use their freedom in morally responsible ways” (1998, 19). This morality
stimulates character education in both secular and traditional American schools.
The quest to teach children common moral values that are an asset to society can
be accomplished in the classroom and through children’s literature (Kilpatrick 1992,
134-135). William Kilpatrick, professor emeritus of Education at Boston College, notes
how fiction teaches goodness: “Fiction gives us more than good examples to admire
from the sidelines; at its best it gives us an experience of the struggle to attain goodness”
(Kilpatrick, Wolfe and Wolfe 1994, 30). In Books That Build Character: A Guide to
Teaching Your Child Moral Values through Stories, Kilpatrick and associates address the
issue of didacticism and morality: “Those who are primarily concerned about morals and
only secondarily about art would probably be more effective as policemen or judges or
professors of ethics. Some of the best children’s stories are an interesting blend of
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morality and amorality” (1994, 33). Morality, when not founded on the Bible, is an
amoral religion of secular values.
Secular values expressed in humanist religion put man at the center of personal
and global destiny. This sentiment is evident in the comments by children’s author
Katherine Paterson in her article “Living in a Peaceful World.” She asserts, “We are not
living in Nazi Germany, nor in a totalitarian state of the left or of the right. Not yet. But
children have only so much time; the world has only so much time. . . . We can, as far as
it lies in our power to do so, offer them books which will nourish them in freedom,
justice, and harmony which will speak to their fears and widen their vision” (1991, 38).
Frequently children are the religious focus of secular humanism’s vision of
peace. In a speech entitled “Visions of Peace through Literature,” children’s author
Marion Bauer remarks, “Let us give our children hope. Let’s fill them with stories that
tell them, over and over again, that peace is important, possible, worth striving for”
([1992] 2003). Literature that teaches secular humanistic morality provokes children to
choice and action. Bauer continues, “Stories prepare us to choose peace when they
prepare us to understand and accept ourselves, to understand and accept others” ([1992]
2003).
Acceptance is the mantra of “value-neutral” secular humanism according to
Noebel and associates (2001, 141). In her speech, Bauer concludes, “If we believe in
peace, if we live peace, if we offer peace up daily in our classrooms and our homes, we
will change the world . . . one heart at a time” ([1992] 2003). Thus, books can convey
religious ideology by using a child’s emotions to unlock his heart and ultimately
reconfigure his mind.
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Prominent ideologies of nationalism, socialization, and religion are the
framework from which children’s literature can didactically present the legacy of society.
These ideologies confront children with man’s eventful history and hopeful expectation
for the future. Winner of the 1989 Coretta Scott King Award, Walter Myers, notes in his
acceptance speech, “Let us understand that the children are the result of what we are;
they are our history; and they are what we hope to be—they are our future. . . . Let us
celebrate the children” ([1989] 1990, 46). If children are the celebrated hope of the
future, they must be equipped to cope with society’s legacy of cultural issues. This can
only be accomplished through instruction.

Instruction and Literature
Didacticism is instruction. Didactic literature is an instructional weapon in the
battle to win a child’s mind. In her book From Primer to Pleasure in Reading, Mary
Thwaite notes the power of the written word: “When the ‘twenty-six soldiers of lead’
could be enlisted to serve the needs of the people, then children’s literature, as we now
understand it became a possibility” (1972, 1).
Books are not didactic by accident or default; they are purposefully constructed to
win the child’s interest while transforming existing belief into future actions. Professor
Masha Rudman states, “Books are important influences on readers' minds. They can help
in the construction of suitable bases for attitudes and behaviors” (1995, 2). He concludes,
“Ideally, the child reader should be able to identify with the character and action in the
book. Then catharsis can take place, ultimately followed by insight. With insight,
constructive behavior and attitudes can be reinforced and nurtured” (3).
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Developing children’s attitudes and behaviors is accomplished through literature
that didactically probes problematic cultural issues. Author Elizabeth Nesbitt explains,
“The development of children’s literature shows that in every period of strain and stress
books for children have become the vehicles for the fears and preoccupations of adults
([1955] 1966, 13). Modern children’s literature didactically explores cultural
preoccupations concerning gender, sexuality, race, and other current societal problems.
Gender is one of the first subjects a child confronts both in the home environment
and also in books. Literary commentator Manjari Singh describes how books teach
children about gender: “Besides being an important resource for developing children’s
language skills, children’s books play a significant part in transmitting a society’s culture
to children. Gender roles are an important part of this culture. How genders are portrayed
in children’s books thus contributes to the image children develop of their own role and
that of their gender in society” ([1998] 2003). While children’s parents may model either
traditional or modern gender roles, books tend to portray more modern gender roles that
convey a sense of gender equality. Singh concludes, “Regardless of the type of book
chosen, the message of respect for both genders should be subtly contained in the texts. It
is important to avoid books that have strident messages on gender equality, as children
tend to reject books that preach” ([1998] 2003). Messages, whether subtle or overt, are
still didactically presented to children to prompt their agreement and future action.
Books that teach accepted gender roles are an attempt to correct sexism in society.
In the article “Sexism and the World of Children’s Books,” Marion Bauer explains how
books guide a child’s thinking: “Currently there is a healthy emphasis on finding
children’s books with strong female characters, books which set the right example for
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girls and young women” ([1993] 2003, 577). Examples of modern gender roles may be
communicated through characters with divergent careers, or as a recent study on gender
differences conducted by Clary Tepper and Kimberly Cassidy indicates, books may
present more emotional language used by male characters within the book ([1999] 2003).
Bauer concludes, “We have a long way to go to eradicate the sexism that still permeates
every aspect of our lives and our literature. And as usual, when we want to solve a
problem, we turn to our children. Sometimes it seems easier to change them than to
change ourselves” (577).
At an early age, children are not only confronted with gender issues but also with
matters of sexuality. Masha Rudman in his book Children’s Literature: An Issues
Approach describes this trend: “In recent years, many books have been directed toward a
very young audience of preschool and primary school children. Authors and publishers
have recognized that children become interested in sexual matters before their teenage
years. Some books are conscientiously written to enable the parent to serve as an
interpreter to the young child. They represent a wide range of attitudes, values, and
information and can be used as valuable tools for education” (1995, 103). Teaching
children to accept all forms of human sexuality is a growing didactic focus in children’s
books. Professor of Languages and Literature at Ferris State University David Russell
notes, “The ultimate theme of all these works is that of understanding and acceptance of
an individual’s sexual orientation. This is just one more hurdle of bigotry and prejudice
that we must help our children overcome” (1997, 41).
Didactically instructing children to shun prejudice is a dominant theme in
multicultural literature. Professor at the University of Georgia Joel Taxel defines the
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intent of multiculturalism: “Multiculturalism or multicultural education refers to
education that addresses the interests, concerns, and experiences of individuals and
groups considered outside the sociopolitical and cultural mainstream of American
society” ([1997] 2003). In this behest, multicultural literature decries all forms of bias
based on gender, sexuality, or race (Banfield [1998] 2003). Beryle Banfield, past
president of the Council on Interracial Books for Children, describes the activism of the
council from its inception in 1965 and argues, “Students need to be freed from race and
gender biases. They need also to be given information that will allow them to develop an
understanding of other peoples and cultures. Indeed, our survival as a society may depend
on it” ([1998] 2003).
The survival of humanity through the elimination of perceived geopolitical
boundaries is central to multicultural literature. In the article “Against Borders,” Hazel
Rochman describes how books transcend racial and national boundaries: “I believe that
the best books can make a difference in building community. They can break down
borders. And the way that they do that is not with the role models and recipes, not with
noble messages about the human family, but with enthralling stories that make us
imagine the lives of others” ([1995] 2003). She addresses the issue of multicultural
didacticism: “If we don’t watch out, reading becomes medicine, therapy. We start to
recommend books because they give us the “right” role models, depending on what’s
considered “right” in the current political climate” ([1995] 2003). While books can be
used therapeutically to teach children multicultural global unity, they can also be used
therapeutically to address the problems children face at home and in the community.
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Bibliotherapy was first used in hospitals with traumatized World War I veterans
(Myracle [1995] 2003). Lauren Myracle describes how this adult psychiatric therapy was
transformed in the late-twentieth century to help children understand societal problems
such as divorce and suicide: “The complicated nature of these problems demanded far
more than the sentimental pat on the head that bibliotherapy tended to offer, and, in the
early 1970s, psychologists, doctors, educators, and other professionals slowly shifted to a
more realistic application of bibliotherapy with children and adolescents” ([1995] 2003).
Bibliotherapy makes extensive use of psychological realism. This type of realism
encourages children to bond with a book’s character through a series of shared
experiences. Psychological realism is radically didactic because it manipulates children to
experience thoughts and emotional conflicts that are usually foreign to their real lives
apart from a book’s influence.
Typically, realistic fiction books that are used for bibliotherapy present both a
cultural problem and a normative center. The normative center of realistic fiction, where
the author presents the ideal response to a problem, is the essence of bibliotherapy.
Darigan and associates note, “In its broadest definition, bibliotherapy is any kind of
emotional healing that comes from reading books” (2002, 258). They further describe the
modern applications of bibliotherapy by teachers and librarians.
Bibliotherapy is the use of selected books to help children deal with their
social and emotional problems and, at the same time, to experience good
literature. The practice is controversial because of the possibility of its misuse
by teachers and librarians untrained in clinical psychology. The technical
meaning of the term bibliotherapy is the use of books by professionally
trained therapists in treating emotionally disturbed individuals. Most teachers
and librarians are not trained as psychologists, and misguided bibliotherapy
may damage students. In addition, using books to guide students’ lives could
become an extremely didactic practice (260).
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The didacticism inherent to bibliotherapy is particularly insidious because it uses the
normative center of realistic fiction to provoke a child to form mental value judgments of
cultural issues based on the book’s presentation of what is normal or ideal. Bibliotherapy
provides ideological therapy for children’s minds.
John Townsend speaking at the New England Library Association on the topic of
“The Now Child” states incredulously, “Who do we think we are to scrawl confident
messages in the minds of children” ([1972] 1973, 245). A child’s mind is a battlefield
where didacticism is used by secular humanists to tear down parental authority and
religiously inculcate in children the acceptance of all gender roles, all sexual orientations,
and all segments of global human culture. This ideological struggle is waged within the
print-filled pages of books that delight children while deliberately filling their mind with
the popular dogmatism of modern society.

Education and Literature
Experiencing modern society within the classroom setting is foundational to
secular education. Commonly referred to as “progressive education,” secular education
describes a philosophy of education that, according to professors Myra and David Sadker,
focuses on experiential subject matter, student-centered instruction, and building social
awareness within the classroom (1997, 618). Often associated with John Dewey,
progressive education uses literature to forward secular humanistic philosophy by
challenging a student’s thinking concerning culture, religion, family, and controversial
issues through engineered vicarious experience. While Dewey rejected textbooks that
teach knowledge to children, he valued trade books that provide children with vicarious
experiences from which to construct their own knowledge. In his book The School and
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Society, Dewey states, “This, I need hardly say, fixes the position of the ‘book’ or reading
in education. Harmful as a substitute for experience, it is all-important in interpreting and
expanding experience” (1971, 85).
Experience is the focal point of progressive educational ideology. In Lectures in
the Philosophy of Education: 1899, Dewey outlines his experiential view of education
and society. As a proponent of evolutionary theory, he views man as a social animal and
asserts that man’s highest good is to modify his individuality for the benefit of society
(1966, 31). In regard to educational methodology, Dewey encourages teachers to
facilitate a “learning by doing” social environment in the classroom (69). By stimulating
the child’s interest and encouraging problem solving, the teacher expands the child’s
personal interaction with knowledge and experience (104). The final objective of
Dewey’s educational ideals is for children to be developmentally socialized with relevant
knowledge that focuses their individuality and interactions with others in society (199).
Using literature to build a student’s educational experience is integral to the total
classroom environment the progressive teacher develops. In Experience and Education,
Dewey notes, “A primary responsibility of educators is that they not only be aware of the
general principle of the shaping of actual experience by environing conditions, but that
they also recognize in the concrete what surroundings are conducive to having
experiences that lead to growth” (1959, 35). Secular education measures educational
growth in terms of the transaction between a student's prior knowledge and the new
information presented through personal or vicarious experiences. Dewey continues, “An
experience is always what it is because of a transaction taking place between an
individual and what, at the time, constitutes his environment, whether the latter consists
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of persons with whom he is talking about a topic or event, the subject talked about being
also a part of the situation; or the toys with which he is playing; the book he is reading (in
which his environing conditions at the time may be England or ancient Greece or an
imaginary region)” (41-42).
This experiential transaction reforms the ethical habits of the student. Dewey
discusses the link between habits and actions in Human Nature and Conduct: An
Introduction to Social Psychology: “All habits are demands for certain kinds of activity;
and they constitute the self. In any intelligible sense of the word will [sic], they are will.
They form our effective desires and they furnish us with our working capacities. They
rule our thoughts, determining which shall appear and be strong and which shall pass
from light into obscurity” (1922, 25). Hence, as applied to the classroom setting, the
teacher is the arbiter of what moral habits to reinforce in students and which to denigrate.
The transformation of a student’s moral habits and social thinking is inextricably
linked to the use of didactic literature in the progressive classroom. Professor of
education at California State University, J. Cynthia McDermott explains the connection
between literature, schools, and social reform:
Many educators believe that it is our responsibility to create our own good
neighbors. How we do that is tricky, because my view of the world may well
be different from yours. But I know I don’t want children killing children. I
hope that view is universal. John Dewey believed that the job of education
was to create caring, involved, and moral individuals who could be counted
on to be good citizens. I agree with him. There is no finer way to help
children learn the skills of active citizenry and the idea of valuing the needs
of others than by demonstrating them in a classroom. The books below . . . do
just that (2002, 45).
This approach exemplifies one of the foundational characteristics of progressive
ideology—the promulgation of the humanistic belief that society and culture must seek
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the common global good. In this behest, didactic children’s literature becomes a moral
medicine that progressive teachers administer to shape each student’s will and thinking
into healthy, social action.
Sculpting proper habits of thinking and social action in students demands a
common, culturally derived religious paradigm. Dewey notes, “All virtues and vices are
habits which incorporate objective forces. They are interactions of elements contributed
by the make-up of an individual with elements supplied by the out-door world. . . . Since
habits involve the support of environing conditions, a society or some specific group of
fellow-men, is always accessory before and after the fact” (1922, 16). Progressive
teachers use didactic literature to create an experiential moral environment in the
classroom that exemplifies the ethical conflicts of modern society.
In the article “Exploring ‘Life Problems’ in Literature,” Lee Heffernan, a thirdgrade teacher in Bloomington, Indiana, explains how he uses literature in his classroom:
“When selecting books to read to my class, I look for titles that explore issues and allow
readers to think sociologically, rather than focusing on their personal responses. These
books prompted enthusiastic, if sometimes difficult conversations with no right or wrong
answers” (2002, 36). The exploration of ethical issues with complete disregard for moral
absolutes is religious humanism.
The humanistic belief that religion is a personal expression of individual moral
autonomy is a second foundational characteristic of progressive ideology. Progressive
teachers encourage students to exercise critical thinking and moral autonomy in the
classroom and beyond. Heffernan continues, “While all books can be used as a tool for
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thinking critically and sociologically, I find it useful to read books that help kids
understand and analyze the world beyond the classroom door” (2002, 37).
Dewey encourages critical analysis of the world to gain a true religious
perspective. In A Common Faith he argues, “All religions, marked by elevated ideal
quality, have dwelt upon the power of religion to introduce perspective into the piecemeal
and shifting episodes of existence. Here too we need to reverse the ordinary statement
and say that whatever introduces genuine perspective is religious, not that religion is
something that introduces it” (1934, 24). Didactic children’s literature can afford
progressive teachers an opportunity to give students a societal perspective from which to
generate personal religious beliefs.
Berit Kjos, in her book Brave New Schools, decries the religious indoctrination in
public education and the “flood of classroom literature that force children to think the
unthinkable and reconsider the values they learn at home” (1995, 136). Encouraging
students to rethink prior knowledge and past choices is the third foundational
characteristic of progressive ideology. In Democracy and Education, Dewey reveals the
underlying purposes of incorporating art and literature in the school program: “As such,
they are not only intrinsically and directly enjoyable, but they serve a purpose beyond
themselves. They have the office, in increasing degree, of all appreciation in fixing taste,
in forming standards for the worth of later experiences. They arouse discontent with
conditions which fall below their measure; they create a demand for surroundings coming
up to their own level. They reveal a depth and range of meaning in experiences which
otherwise might be mediocre and trivial. They supply, that is, organs of vision” (1916,
279). Progressive teachers can use didactic children’s literature to develop a student’s
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vision and specialized knowledge from which to make personal lifestyle choices. Dewey
states in Experience and Education, “It thus becomes the office of the educator to select
those things within the range of existing experience that have the promise and potentiality
of presenting new problems which by stimulating new ways of observation and judgment
will expand the area for further experience” (1959, 90).
Further expansion of a student’s vision from individual choice to a cooperative
community perspective is the final outstanding characteristic of progressive ideology.
Hearkening back to the fundamental socializing impetus of secular education, Dewey
notes: “The principle that development of experience comes about through interaction
means that education is essentially a social process. This quality is realized in the degree
in which individuals form a group, a community group” (1959, 65).
The focus of this community perspective is to explore controversial issues in the
classroom setting, thus promoting multiculturalism, global understanding, and world
peace. Darigan and associates describe the necessity of literature that provides a
multicultural perspective: “Xenophobia, the mistrust or fear or, worse, ignorance of
people who are strangers or foreigners, is at the root of our worldwide inability to live
together in peace. Parents and society may purposely or inadvertently program children
to mistrust, fear, or even hate certain groups of people who are unlike them. . . .
Literature can be one of the most powerful tools for combating the ignorance that breeds
xenophobic behavior” (2002, 293).
Multicultural literature can be used in the progressive classroom to develop
students’ global perspective while attacking traditional Christian values. Masha Rudman
notes the danger of Christian bias in literature: “For many years, stories for children
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implied that all successful families, neighbors, and people were Christian, white, middleclass, and suburban. This situation clearly could not continue in a society committed to
moving away from racism” (1995, 219). Didactic children’s literature is instrumental in
secular education’s attempt to complete the secularization and globalization of American
culture through the social engineering of school children. Rudman continues, “In recent
years, more and more culturally diverse books have been published. A first step, then, in
working toward nonracist and antiracist classrooms and libraries is to stock them with
books that include a variety of people, cultures, points of view, lifestyles, and situations”
(220).
Clearly, secular educational philosophy exerts humanistic influence on children’s
literature by using the vicarious experience inherent to the reading process to cryptically
advocate relativistic tolerance of controversial social and cultural issues. Progressive
education accomplishes this by emphasizing experience that reforms a student’s thinking
and actions. In short, these general characteristics reflect progressive ideology:
1. Society and culture must seek the common global good.
2. Religion is a personal expression of individual moral autonomy.
3. Lifestyle is a product of experiential knowledge and choice.
4. Controversial issues require understanding and positive group action.
These ideological characteristics are summative of secular educational philosophy
as popularized by John Dewey. In Democracy and Education, he articulates the ultimate
mission of secular education and progressive ideology as enacted by the classroom
teacher: “The educator’s part in the enterprise of education is to furnish the environment
which stimulates responses and directs the learner’s course. In the last analysis, all that
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the educator can do is modify stimuli so that response will as surely as is possible result
in the formation of desirable intellectual and emotional dispositions” (1916, 212).
Literature is an ideal stimuli that can prompt children to act in accordance with accepted
societal, ideological, instructional, and educational norms.

Historical Perspective
Society, ideology, instruction, and education influence children’s literature. Yet to
determine the extent of this influence, it is necessary to pinpoint how these factors have
been expressed historically. Therefore, this historical perspective of didacticism
selectively begins with the Puritan era and continues to the current perception of
didacticism in modern children’s literature.

Piety and Preparation
Puritans emphasized holy and pious living according to the Bible. In this behest,
they realized the need for literature to provoke children to salvation, a sanctified earthly
life, and mindfulness of eternity. Cornelia Meigs, professor emeritus at Bryn Mawr
College, describes the Puritans and their literary idealism: “They were an intense people,
sifted out and winnowed by hardship and persecution; only those of the firmest spirit took
ship and came to America, only those of the strongest will had the power to survive. It is
little wonder that where literature at home turned toward the admonition and
improvement of children, in America it bent to the task with a renewed intention of
rendering young minds so strong and inflexible that they could withstand all temptations
and all hardships” (1969b, 111). Thus, the vigor of Puritanism influenced the first English
books adopted as American children’s literature. James Janeway’s A Token for Children,
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Being an Exact Account of the Conversion, Holy and Exemplary Lives, and Joyful Deaths
of Several Young Children (1671) was one of a group of spiritually didactic books
published in England but revered by American Puritan families.
Puritans in New England began to publish children’s literature in 1646. Literary
researcher, Mary Lystad describes these early books: “Those written in this country
emulated the instructive nature of their British counterparts and consisted largely of
catechisms, primers, spellers, Latin grammars, geographies, and other schoolbooks.
Much intellectual activity in the New England Colonies was directed by the Puritan
clergy, forceful men such as Cotton Mather, and the books had fervent religious
overtones” (1980, xi).
The Puritan focus on serious spiritual matters has garnered criticism from literary
critics both present and past. Writing for The New England Magazine in 1899, Charles
Welsh states, “No period in the literary history of this country is so barren and dreary as
the one hundred and sixty years which followed the landing of the Pilgrims” ([1899]
2003,148). However, Perry Nodelman in his book The Pleasures of Children’s Literature
argues, “I find it hard to believe that children immersed in the values of the adults who
loved them didn’t take great pleasure in these books” (1996, 71).
It cannot be denied that Puritan literature for children exemplified important
spiritual matters and preparation for death. Andrea Allingham, professor at Lakehead
University, notes that death was a very real concern for children in the New World during
the seventeenth century ([2000] 2003). Hence, Puritan children’s literature laid the
framework for inherently didactic literature aimed to instruct children for life now and in
the hereafter.
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With the close of the seventeenth century, the Puritan ideal of children’s literature
that extolled spiritual truths was diminished by a significant change in English and
American social thought. Literary historian John Rowe Townsend states, “The belief that
children were naturally sinful went with an old-fashioned fundamentalism; it was giving
way to a view, based on the New Learning and on rational theology, that a child began
life in a state of innocence. He was, quite literally, a different creature” (1974, 26). This
new view of childhood promoted didactic literature with a more nationalized tone.

Patriotism and Propriety
The American colonies shared England’s philosophical and literary vogue.
London was a “cultural capital” that supplied the colonists with the latest political
thought and popular literature for both adults and children (Townsend 1974, 36). It is this
connection that brought European skepticism to the New World. James Smith in his book
A Critical Approach to Children's Literature details the growth of skepticism at the
beginning of the eighteenth century: “This was the Age of Enlightenment—the time of
Voltaire, Diderot, Rousseau, Hume, Tom Paine, Helvetius, William Godwin, Mary
Wollstonecraft. It was a time in which traditional beliefs and behavior were coming in
for heavy criticism. Philosophers, political thinkers, economists, educators, and scientists
wrote earnest attacks upon the way things were and made eager prophecies of what
society might become if only men permitted reason to have its way against the weight of
custom and tradition” (1967, 40).
One of the prominent enlightenment philosophers that shaped English and
American thought was John Locke. While Locke was best known for his political theory,
his book Some Thoughts Concerning Education (1693) specifically addressed childhood,
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appropriate instructional techniques, and literature. This book and the accompanying
tenants of rationalism challenged not only the educational and literary practices in
England but also the Puritan spiritual ideals at the heart of midcentury American colonial
life.
Monica Kiefer in her book American Children through Their Books, 1700-1835
notes that the transfer from Puritanism to skepticism “caused the emphasis in juvenile
literature to shift from works of a purely theological character to more practical books of
moral instruction in which stern dogma was supplanted by humorous examples of right
living” (1948, 11-12). Hence, didactic literature in England and America changed from a
concentrated spiritual focus on the child’s soul to a rational moral appeal to his mind and
senses. Mary Thwaite concludes, “Amid these changing ideas, the real beginnings of a
secular literature for children were to emerge” (1972, 33).
The influence of Locke and the beginnings of secular literature were evident in
the children’s books produced in England by John Newbery. Appealing to the joys of
childhood, Newbery produced books that were affordable, highly decorative, and
inculcated rational morality. Cornelia Meigs describes Newbery’s literary philosophy:
“John Newbery did not by any means desert the idea that books for children must teach
them to be good, but his moral precepts, most of them included for the sake of the parents
who were after all the purchasers, were all of the gentle and understanding kind which
stressed the difficulty of avoiding naughtiness, rather than the more intricate philosophy
of avoiding sin” (1969a, 59).
The books published by Newbery were didactic. Yet the spiritual emphasis on
fervent moral instruction so prevalent in Puritan literature was replaced by an entertaining
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story that presented a developmental moral. Professor David Russell describes
Newbery’s literary legacy: “His Little Pretty Pocket Book (1744) is now considered a
landmark as the first significant publication for children that sought not only their
edification but their enjoyment as well” (1997, 11). This moral edification was not
spiritual, but an attempt to form the child’s intellectual capabilities.
Newbery’s books were highly sought after in England and America. In the
colonies growing economic tensions between the two countries lessened the availability
of popular English books. Caroline Hewins writing for the Atlantic Monthly in 1888 notes
how this lack of literary supply prompted an unscrupulous American printer, Isaiah
Thomas, to pirate Newbery’s stories, changing the English story elements to American
settings, and adding text that would instill patriotism in American youth ([1888] 2003,
119). Hewins further describes the content of these pirated works in context to her own
Victorian time, “The tales and verses, although always advertised to be of highly moral
tone, are often free in speech to a degree that entirely unfits them for children’s reading
nowadays” ([1888] 2003, 121).
Children’s books that were free in speech and patriotically didactic did not end
with the publishing schemes of Isaiah Thomas. Researcher Mary Lystad notes, “After the
American Revolution, the emergent spirit of patriotism was reflected in children’s books,
and biographies of George Washington and Benjamin Franklin became popular. English
books reprinted in America were altered to include American place names and American
heroes” (1980, xi). Patriotism was a natural outgrowth of the rationalistic ideals
Americans adopted from England. While rationalism had a profound influence on
colonial thinking and children’s literature of the period prior to the American Revolution,
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a more pronounced theory influenced children’s literature subsequent to America’s
struggle for independence.
Jean Jacques Rousseau, a French political and social philosopher, popularized
romantic educational theory in his book Emile (1762). Rousseau’s ideas enjoyed unusual
popularity in England because of Locke’s groundbreaking educational treatise published
seventy years earlier (Moore 1934, 183). While divergent in many of their views
regarding children and education, Locke and Rousseau did share some common ideals.
Anne Moore notes, “The main points in which Locke and Rousseau agreed were: [sic]
their respect for young children and belief in their capacities, their rejection of empty
abstractions, the importance they attached to the useful, and their distrust of the fanciful
and romantic” (184).
Rousseau’s insistence on natural education especially influenced authors of
children’s books. Professor Zena Sutherland describes the affect of Rousseauism on
children’s literature of the period.
To some people, Rousseau seemed like a breeze blowing away the clouds of
Puritan morbidity, and one would naturally expect the ardent Rousseau
converts, if they wrote books for children, to write only the happiest ones.
Instead, in France, in England, and even in the United States, they began to
write painfully didactic stories, sometimes to teach religion, sometimes to
inform and educate. The only thing these writers seemed to have carried over
from Rousseau was the idea of following and developing the child’s natural
interests. Here was a revival of didacticism with a vengeance—not the
terrifying theological didacticism of the Puritans but the intellectual and
moralistic variety (1997, 51).
This intellectual moral didacticism typified the work of English women writers who were
exceedingly influential both at home and abroad at the close of the eighteenth century and
throughout the nineteenth century.
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One of the first English writers to be revered on both sides of the Atlantic was
Anna Laetitia Barbauld. She was a Unitarian children’s writer who gained much of her
experience with children teaching school in Suffolk, England (Thwaite 1972, 57). British
literary researcher Mary Thwaite notes that Barbauld was enthralled by Rousseau’s ideas
and through her children’s books “attempted to awaken their thoughts to God in an
imaginative way” (57). In America, Barbauld was most renowned for her work Evenings
at Home published in six volumes between 1792-1796. Monica Kiefer, researcher at
Magnus College, describes this work: “Conversational in tone, it closely followed the
Socratic method of teaching, for it was partly in the form of a dialogue between parents
and children or tutor and child. These dialogues handled such topics as deportment,
character traits, geography, natural sciences, and manufactures” (1948, 18-19). Barbauld
used creative writing to instruct children in matters of moral development and practical
matters of social conduct.
There were other popular women writers who forwarded Rousseau’s ideas. John
Townsend states, “Perhaps the most repellent piece of English Rousseauism came from
Mary Wollstonecraft (1759–97), here seen as a writer for children but better known as an
early propagandist for the rights of women” (1974, 43). She was best known for her book
Original Stories from Real Life, with Conversations calculated to regulate the Affections
and form the Mind to Truth and Goodness published in 1788 (43). While the title mimics
bygone Puritan ideals of spirituality, Wollstonecraft’s idea of “truth and goodness” was
social morality and propriety. Literary historian Caroline Hewins discussed her didactic
writing: “Mary Wollstonecraft’s stories attack cruelty to animals, peevishness, lying,
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greediness, indolence, procrastination, and other faults of children” ([1888] 2003, 123).
Her didactic stories were designed to instruct a child to be a proper member of society.
Of the English women writers who followed Rousseau, the most celebrated was
Maria Edgeworth. She and her father were instrumental in simplifying the romantic
ideals of natural education to appeal to middle-class parents and published The Parent’s
Assistant or Stories for Children in 1796 (Moore 1934, 194). Anne Moore describes the
purpose of the Edgeworths in publishing these stories: “They were intent upon
discovering and promoting the best ways of developing a particular group of young
people and helping other parents and teachers in a like endeavor. Ideally, children were to
become reasonable, responsible, industrious, generous, upright, and resourceful. They
were to be well informed, especially in matters of practical importance, and acquire some
manual skill” (195). Maria Edgeworth combined the ideas of Rousseauist education with
skillful writing to encourage children to flee the corrupting social influences of society
and pursue practical morality and productivity.
While many of the English didactic school of women writers embraced the ideas
of Rousseau exclusively, others wrote children’s books that hearkened back to Lockean
rationalism. Researcher Mary Thwaite notes that Hannah More was involved in social
reform and the English Sunday School Movement (1972, 61). Her concern for the social
morality of children from the working class prompted her to publish Cheap Repository
Tracts beginning in 1790 (Townsend 1974, 44). While More wrote tracts with a
traditional moral tone, her educational philosophy was quite progressive. Julia Saunders,
professor at Wolfson College, notes how More ranks philosophically with those who
strictly followed Rousseau: “Though her opinions locate her amongst the conservatives
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when compared to radical contemporaries, the implications of her educational and literary
practice place her amongst the most progressive writers of her day” ([1999] 2003). More
used popular culture as a teaching tool. Saunders describes More’s technique as allowing
“readers to examine their own beliefs by comparing their experience to that on the printed
page; the story leads them through the process of freeing themselves from superstition
and irrational fears” ([1999] 2003).
Prompting the reader to combine his experience and personal beliefs with the
opinions expressed in the text put a new experiential slant on moral rationalism. Thus,
Hannah More is a transitional figure amidst the English women writers who championed
romanticism. More combined social reform with elements of developmental rationalism.
This curious admixture of religiosity, philosophy, and literature influenced future didactic
English and American writers.
At the close of the eighteenth century, rationalism and romanticism vied for
preeminence in children literature. Paul Hazard in his work Books, Children and Men
describes the cultural milieu: “People had taken a few ideas from Locke and Rousseau,
mixed them up with more or less of Puritan sentiment, a little rationalism, and from this
strange leaven sprouted a quantity of works” ([1933?] 1960, 34). Huck and associates
further note, “As the century neared its end, most of the stories for children were about
how to live the ‘good life.’ Information about the natural world was peddled in didactic
lectures sugarcoated with conversational style” (Huck et al. 1997, 91).
Conversational style was the touchstone of the moral school of English women
writers who were popular both in England and America. While each of these writers
differed in her adherence and expression of romanticism or rationalism, they shared some
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common didactic traits. Anne Moore states, “Theirs was a literature created largely for
teaching purposes and the most dominant principle of construction was that of contrast.
Fact and fancy, utility and beauty, luxury and simplicity, the real and the imaginary,
reason and feeling, were viewed as opposed to each other and there was an insistent
demand in the stories for choice and decision on the part of children” (1934 185). Indeed,
the literature of the eighteenth century prompted children to make decisions based on
reason, patriotism, and social propriety. These ideals, translated into the nineteenth
century, would challenge the child to individualism in a quest to understand himself and
his world.

Pluck and Progress
The nineteenth century began with the Second Great Awakening. While
American spirituality surged, literature for children retained its didactic moral tension
between rationalism and romanticism. Huck and associates describe the state of literature:
“In the first half of the nineteenth century the didactic school of writing continued to
flourish. Woman writers, wielding influential pens, still condemned fairy stories and
relentlessly dispensed information in lengthy dialogues between parent and child” (1997,
93).
Martha Sherwood was a prolific didactic writer during this period. Researcher
Mary Thwaite notes that Sherwood was an English Calvinist who spent time overseas in
India (1972, 62). She is known in America for her work The History of Little Henry and
His Bearer published in 1814 (Cutt 1973, 617). Regarded as the first English missionary
tale, this story exemplifies Sherwood’s belief in the depravity of man and the redemption
of society. Literary historian, Margaret Cutt describes the didactic appeal of this
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missionary story: “Above all, the tale appealed to the hearts of its readers. It supplied
pathos; it did not reason with its readers, but it expected them to feel and then to act on
behalf of religion” (1973, 621). Sherwood’s didactic religious focus was less on
individual spiritual salvation and more on the moral redemption of society as a whole.
Another English writer popular with American children was Sarah Trimmer.
Mary Thwaite states, “A firm supporter of the Church of England, she was a stalwart
opponent of Rousseauist ideas, and she became increasingly alarmed about the rising
number of ‘unsound’ books being published for children about the turn of the century”
(1972, 60). Trimmer, like Hannah More, was involved in the English Sunday School
Movement and education of children from the working class; yet she is most remembered
in America for her book History of the Robins.
In 1828 an article in the American Annals of Education described Trimmer’s
didactic rationalism: “There is a method of bringing reasoning upon these daily duties
and private virtues before the mind in a way attractive to the attention, and even of
making appeals to the sensibility without endangering the mind by powerful associations:
it is the method pursued by Mrs. Trimmer, in her story of ‘the Robins,’ where a fabulous
veil is thrown over the actors and sufferers, while the incidents and moral obligations and
feelings are strictly human” ([1828] 2003, 101). The success of History of Robins was
Trimmer’s ability to translate her didactic message of moral obligation through the
playfulness of animals. This literary technique inherent to rationalism would be used
didactically throughout the Victorian era and twentieth century.
Whether writing from a romantic or rational point of view, the English didactic
school of women writers set an important precedence for the value of children’s literature
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in nineteenth-century English and American society. Books began to be valued as a
primary means of instruction parents could rely on to teach their children and build their
understanding of the world around them. Theorist Lydia Child in her 1831 work The
Mother’s Book gave guidelines for using literature to build understanding in children and
admonished mothers, “It is of very great importance that children should perfectly
understand what they have read. They should be encouraged to give clear and distinct
accounts of what they have read” ([1831] 2003, 95). Using books as a source of
understanding rather than the Puritan ideal of using books as a supplement to knowledge
was a subtle but radical change. In 1845 literary commentator Simon Brown addressed an
article to his niece on the merits of literature. He began, “I hear, with much pleasure that
you are fond of reading. If so, you have a never-failing source of delight and
improvement before you; a source from which you can draw unlimited supplies. If you
make a good selection, you can go to books, with perfect confidence, for instruction and
advice” ([1845] 2003, 37). This “confidence” in the instructional value of literature was
the developmental legacy that romantic and rational English women writers left in
America.
The ideological remnants of eighteenth century religiosity and social reform that
lingered in the first half of the nineteenth century in America were abolished in the
second half of the century. Education professors Emelyn Gardner and Eloise Ramsay
note the theories affecting both education and literature for children.
The nineteenth century gradually ushered in a whole new order of life.
Orthodox religion struggled to hold its own against the discoveries and the
invasion of science; education began making a study of the child in an
attempt to regulate its processes according to his psychological development.
Around 1840-50 the ideas of Froebel began to supplant those of Rousseau,
and an all-round training was sought by education. Not only were the
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intellect and the moral nature to receive training, but the imagination as well
(1927, 178).
Appeal to the imagination was a distinguishing feature of midcentury children’s
literature. Didacticism was still prevalent, but it was furtively woven throughout an
entertaining or exciting story. This change prompted many literary researchers such as
Dora Smith, professor emeritus at the University of Minnesota, to refer to the late
Victorian era as the “golden age” of children’s literature reflecting the heightened
availability, variety, and appeal of American literature of the period ([1957] 1966, 144).
One prominent aspect of the golden age of literature was gender specific fiction.
Domestic fiction provided girls with entertainment and instruction in the virtues of
womanhood while adventure fiction offered boys an exciting look at monetary success
and societal progress. Philosophically, this gender specific literature shared one didactic
commonality, individualism.
Writing for Atlantic Monthly eight months after the end of the Civil War, Samuel
Osgood pondered the didactic role of books in guiding American youth: “What shall we
do with our children? how train and teach them in body and mind, by schools and books,
by play and work, for that marvelous American life that is now opening to us its new and
eventful chapter in the history of man? The Slaveholders’ Rebellion is put down; but how
shall we deal with the never ceasing revolt of the new generation against the old? and
how keep our Young America under the thumb of his father and mother without breaking
his spirit or blighting his destiny?” ([1865] 2003, 724). Concern for the psychological
wellness of children coupled with the well being of the nation was a new advent of
individualism in didactic children’s literature. Osgood answers his introductory rhetoric,
“They should be trained in the belief that here the opportunities for education, labor,
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enterprise, freedom, influence, and prosperity are to be thrown open to all; and the
highest encouragement should be given to every one to seek the chief good” ([1865]
2003, 730). Ideally, literature for girls and boys was to didactically teach individualism
that would help both the person and the nation to “come-of-age.”
Most domestic and adventure fiction during the late nineteenth century was
stylistically bildungsroman. As the German term indicates, a character’s intellectual and
emotional “growth” was the crux of the “novel.” As a subgenre of realistic fiction, this
“coming-of-age narrative” described the character’s inner thoughts and subsequent
outward actions while building personal awareness through a crisis situation.
Bildungsroman domestic and adventure fiction during this period was inherently didactic
because it emphasized the glories of personal and national individualism.
Individualism was a central theme in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884), both controversial post-Civil War adventure
fictions. Temple and associates describe these books as “quintessentially American
novels, complete with the issues of race and the conflict between overpious religion and
the boisterous spirits of real people, all salted with the rich, gamy flavors of the frontier”
(2002, 283). Joan Glazer, professor of elementary education at Rhode Island College,
further notes the realism and censure of both books: “These stories about believable
Missouri boys, both of them rebels against repressive or disreputable adults, were banned
in some libraries as trashy and dangerous” (1997, 479).
Memorable adventure fiction characters were prevalent throughout the nineteenth
century. Glazer points out that boys were familiar with the escapades of series characters
such as Samuel Goodrich’s Peter Parley and Jacob Abbott’s Rollo (473). Yet the most
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famous series personality flowed from the pen of didactic adventure writer Horatio Alger.
A Unitarian minister who wrote prolifically, Alger received notoriety in 1867 with
Ragged Dick (Gardner and Ramsay 1927, 187). Emelyn Gardner and Eloise Ramsay
describe the didactic themes in Alger’s work. “In his books the heroes were bootblacks,
newsboys, and other boys of humble callings who invariably rose to dizzy heights of
success by pluck and perseverance” (1927, 187). Through his books, Alger didactically
presented ultimate success as the fair acquisition of wealth. John Townsend states, “Alger
naturally did not think in terms of the establishment of great foundations; to him success
meant simply money and respectability. His morality was commercial morality: honesty
was the best policy, but you must be aware of sharpers and never trust a stranger” (1974,
73). Thus, the genius of nineteenth-century adventure writers was their ability to
inculcate individualism while telling a realistic and riveting tale.
Realism was a cornerstone of domestic fiction for girls. The most famous writer
of domestic stories in the nineteenth century was Louisa May Alcott. In her distinguished
work Little Women published in 1868, the realities of life and society were paramount.
Yet, these realities were at times controversial. Alison Lurie, professor of English at
Cornell University states, “Time and social change mute the revolutionary message of
some children’s classics. After more than a hundred years, Jo March of Little Women no
longer seems so radical a tomboy: Her untidiness, literary ambition, enthusiasm for
“romps,” and mild boyish slang (“Christopher Columbus!”) appear tame (1990, 13). In
addition to these contentious realities, Alcott didactically presented marriage as
undesirable but inevitable and subtly portrays a household that is managed at an
intellectual and moral level by women.
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Little Women exemplified the pattern of individualism and realism in domestic
fiction. Professors Donna and Saundra Norton explain that Susan Warner’s The Wide,
Wide World (1850), Charlotte Young’s The Daisy Chain (1856), Susan Coolidge’s What
Katy Did (1872), Harriet Lothrop’s The Five Little Peppers and How They Grew (1881)
all contained a sequence of realistic challenges for girls to face with grit and grace (1999,
88). Yolanda Federici, lecturer at Roosevelt University, comments on nineteenth-century
authors of domestic realism: “They realized that children understood death—at least, as
well as most adults—but not suicide; unhappiness but not despair; disappointment but not
hopelessness; frustration but not bitterness; cruelty but not viciousness; love but not
passion; justification but not rationalization. . . . In short, they granted to children the
outstanding qualities of childhood: logic and literal-mindedness” ([1958] 1966, 109).
Hence, the didactic legacy of nineteenth-century domestic and adventure fiction
was the desire to present children with the logical realities of life. Girls were challenged
to explore their clandestine role as future wives and mothers. Boys were encouraged to
seek economic success and push toward societal progress.
While the golden age of literature did focus on entertainment, books didactically
pushed children to develop pluck and independence amid the fast-paced and innovative
society. Writing for North American Review in 1884, Julian Hawthorne concludes, “Let
us admit that, things being as they are, it is necessary to develop the practical side of the
child’s nature, to ground him in moral principles, and to make him comprehend and
fear—nominally God, but really—society” ([1884] 2003, 388). As America looked to the
dawning of a new century, didactic individualism shifted to a socialistic focus.
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Power and Prominence
The twentieth century began with change. Norton and Norton characterize the
new century: “The 1900s brought much change to the lives of American children. Many
states passed child labor laws, John Dewey’s influential theories encouraged a more
child-centered educational philosophy, the quality and extent of public education
improved, and religious training placed less emphasis on sinfulness and more emphasis
on moral development and responsibility toward others. Children’s literature reflected
these changes, and children’s book publishing expanded to meet the needs of an
increasingly literate youthful population” (1999, 95). Despite these changes, fictional
literature for children continued to focus on home life and high adventure.
Amidst a host of domestic fiction, Kate Wiggins’ Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
published in 1903 was the most distinguished. Professors Lynch-Brown and Tomlinson
note that this and subsequent twentieth-century domestic fiction are referred to by
literary historians as “happy family” stories because they depart from the ardent
Victorian emphasis on societal realism to focus on happy and peaceful home
environments (1999, 134). Norton and Norton describe this subtle change: “Family
members have happy and secure relationships with one another, complemented by
mutual respect, warmth, and humor. . . . Religious values are suggested in these stories
by Sunday school attendance, preparation for the Sabbath, or prayers before meals. . . .
Patriotism is strong in all of the books, and the law is respected. . . . Children respect
adult wisdom and authority; they obey rules, minding their teachers and complying with
parental desires (1999, 99). These didactic ideals coupled with a “happy ending” were
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the mainstay of both domestic and adventure fiction throughout the first half of the
twentieth century.
Further understanding of specific didactic content in early twentieth-century
literature is inconclusive. However, a wealth of information exists about the didactic
intent of key literary figures during this period. Using progressive education as a
referent, educators, literary critics, and publishing editors built a powerful literary
triangle from which to later transmit radical didactic themes through literature.
Progressivism as an educational movement in America did not become
developed and organized until John Dewey exerted his influence. However, elements of
progressivism as a secular educational philosophy were prevalent in literature and
education as early as the writings of Johann Amos Comenius (1637-1670). Like Dewey,
Comenius believed that children learn best when they learn independently through the
senses (Georgiou 1969, 25). Sensorial learning was also central to the natural education
Rousseau popularized throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Hence,
Dewey’s advocacy of experiential education built on practical experience was a
recapitulation of past secular education. Gardener and Ramsay describe the influence of
Dewey on education and children’s literature.
Much of this impulse in education may be traced directly to the influence of
John Dewey’s philosophy upon current educational practice. In its bearing
upon the making of books that are more truly representative of children’s
interests in the twentieth century this influence has resulted in a variety of
experiments in writing for children that suggests a possible parallel with the
work of those writers in the eighteenth century who tried to apply Rousseau’s
educational theories to the making of new books for children (1927, 190191).
While popular eighteenth-century English women writers disseminated
Rousseau’s educational ideas in children’s literature, Dewey’s educational ideas were
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enacted by librarians, literary critics, booksellers, and publishing editors. The most
influential were Anne Moore, Bertha Miller, and Louise Bechtel. These women were
philosophical sirens of the early twentieth century library movement. Dora Smith
explains, “After the First World War there was an upsurge of hope that the world was
now safe for democracy and that the time was ripe for attention to the things of the spirit.
. . . an emphasis upon moral responsibility and upon worthy use of leisure came to the
fore in the elementary school, and international understanding became a major objective
of the program. In all this enrichment of the curriculum, the use of books and libraries
received special emphasis” (1963, 23).
Anne Moore pioneered children’s library services at New York Public Library
and taught at Columbia University Teachers College (Hearne 1999, 537). In the article
“Sacred Texts: What Our Foremothers Left Us in the Way of Psalms, Proverbs, Precepts
and Practices,” Professor Betsy Hearne notes how Moore and other “foremothers” of
librarianship viewed children’s literature: “The combination of book and child—the book
shaped for the child and the child shaped by the book—inspired a canon of texts defining
and even glorifying literary work with children” (537). This didactic intent to shape a
child through books was based on experience. Hearne continues, “Their grail was not
just information or even knowledge, but the enrichment of experience through whole
reading, the kind of reading that engulfs the heart as well as engaging the head . . . and
ultimately shapes a lifetime . . . They believed, simply, that children’s literature could
save not only childhood but also the world” (538). The focus on appealing to the child’s
heart through his intellectual reading experiences would be the vehicle through which
literary progressives exerted didactic influence. Hearn concludes, “Upon our
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foremothers’ belief that the word in its most visionary sense belonged to children was
founded a new institution, a humanistic church of sorts, to carry out the mission inspired
by their apostolic faith in reading” (547). To further this “faith,” Moore served as a
leading children’s literary critic. Her most enduring literary critiques and philosophical
credos were published in the Horn Book Magazine begun by Bertha Miller (Bader 1999,
528).
Barbara Bader notes that Miller was an idealistic businesswoman who spent time
studying library science at Simmons College (524). Opening a bookshop in 1916 that
sold only “quality literature” later inspired her to start the Horn Book Magazine directed
primarily for use by librarians (525). Professor at the University of Illinois Christine
Jenkins describes the librarianship culture in which the Horn Book Magazine was
launched: “When the Horn Book began publication in 1924, children’s librarianship was
a well-established professional specialization, and the ‘library faith’ had many adherents.
The library faith began taking hold in the 1880s and grew swiftly and vigorously in the
years that followed as public libraries and library service became one of the ‘outward and
visible signs’ of the inward and spiritual grace embodied in the American Progressive
Era’s gospel of social welfare” (1999, 547).
Dora Smith explains that this social interest in libraries was a result of the
National Education Association beginning a school library section in 1896 (1963, 24).
Professor Jenkins further notes, “This emphasis on library service to the individual young
person expresses one of the core beliefs of children’s librarianship. At its most
fundamental (or radical), the act of reading was an intensely personal act—a near-sacred
communion between reader and text” (1999, 551). It is this didactic “communion”
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between children and books that allowed the progressive library culture to mold
imperceptibly children’s thoughts through print. Jenkins concludes, “Invested in both
communion and crusade, the foremothers of children’s librarianship created a new
testament of faith in the miraculous powers of the word” (558).
Louise Seamen Bechtel was a progressive teacher who, according to Bader in her
article “Realms of Gold and Granite,” had a keen knowledge of the power of words
which earned her a position as children’s book editor at Macmillan publishing (1999,
526). She had a close relationship with Anne Moore and Bertha Miller that prompted not
only questionable business practices but also a powerful triangle of literary influence
(527). Bechtel wrote descriptions of the new books published by Macmillan, which
Miller published in the Horn Book, while Moore used her considerable influence to
encourage librarians to subscribe to the Horn Book (527).
This and other powerful partnerships between publishers, professional magazines,
and literary critics set the pattern for exerted didactic influence on modern children’s
literature. Publishers like Bechtel could choose which authors shared the proper social
agenda. Professional magazines like Miller’s Horn Book Magazine could influence the
literature selection practices of librarians, teachers, and parents. Literary critics like
Moore could shape the literary taste of librarians and educational professionals who in
turn could shape the literary desires of America’s children.
In 1921 Charles Curry and Erle Clippinger, professors of literature in the Indiana
State Normal School, admonished teachers to develop proper literary taste in students:
“The pupil who is taught to appreciate the beautiful, the true, and the good in standard
literature is not likely to find pleasure in reading the melodramatic and sentimental trash
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that now has prominence of place and space in many book stores and in some public
libraries. It is the duty of the teacher, and it should be her pleasure, to cultivate in her
pupils such a taste for good literature as will lead them to choose the good and reject the
bad, taste that will insure for them the culture that good literature gives” (9). To make
sure students received the accepted “culture” of literature, education professionals and
literary experts had to work in tandem to meet the growing experiential needs of
progressive education. Dora Smith notes the partnership between progressive education
and children’s literature.
John Dewey’s analysis of learning through the solving of real problems,
instead of through the storing up of knowledge, was beginning in the third
decade of the twentieth century to influence the schools. Children were to
begin by understanding the wonders and the working of the life about them.
The psychology of child development turned attention to those stages in the
growth of children which were to become guides to the making of the
curriculum. Books and more books were needed to bring sound information
and a wealth of vicarious experience to bear upon children and the life
around them. The library was to be the heart of the school program, and
leaders like Nora Beust, Mildred Batchelder, Francis Henne, Mary Peacock
Douglas, and Ruth Ersted later worked to make it so ([1957] 1966, 148).
Nora Beust took the lead to translate the ideological success of the public library
system into the schools. Smith states, “In 1936 a Library Service Division was created in
the United States Office of Education under the efficient direction of Nora E. Beust. The
purpose of the new division was to interpret the school library and its services to teachers
and administrators, to the lay public and to other supervisors and directors of the United
States Office of Education” (1963, 47). Ruth Viguers points out that Beust’s progressive
interpretation of the literary needs of schools would produce a powerful philosophical
and economic alliance between the literary community and the education establishment
(1969, 402). Schools needed books to guide children toward socialization and publishing
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firms welcomed federal money in the midst of the recovering post-Depression economy.
This relationship forged of mutual need would affect children’s literature during the
coming war years and beyond.
The outpour of books during the 1940s began to show the influence of radical
progressive educators, literary critics, and publishing editors whose powerful literary
triangle, formed in the previous decades, desired to transmit socially relevant themes
through literature. Professor at Simmons College and past editor of Horn Book Magazine
Ruth Viguers notes, “Although social mores and economic trends have always been
reflected in children's books, never were these reflections so obvious as they were during
the forties when books for children were published in such large numbers. Long before
the Second World War children's literature had begun to show the influence of every
major event, every social attitude or scientific advancement ” (1969, 408).
Meeting the mental and social needs of children was a predominant social attitude
during the forties. Paul Witty, professor of education at Northwestern University,
described this attitude: “As early as 1940, when the significance of mental health in
effective education became somewhat widely accepted, the importance of books in
satisfying personal and social needs was also stressed. This emphasis continued
throughout the following years as writers indicated the important role played by reading
in the lives of boys and girls” ([1950] 1966, 25). One didactic role of children’s literature
during this period was to describe major societal events with heightened realism.
During World War II, literary professionals advocated children’s literature that
described present events with candor while instilling in children a desire for global
understanding. Writing for the Library Journal in January 1941, Julia Sauer argued,
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“Children of today need more books about the present. Selfishly, as well as protectively,
we want for our children the happiest possible childhood. In that spirit we would spare
them, if we could, all knowledge of the tragedy and suffering rampant in the world. But
when children in other parts of the world are sacrificing their lives, their health, their
security, is it asking too much that America's children should sacrifice something of their
carefree childhood? Children can be given some of the materials with which to think
without being made, axiomatically, to suffer” ([1941] 1966, 320).
This idea of shared global experience is enculturation. Philosophically, the
process of enculturation is most creatively expressed in books that build students’ culture
consciousness while encouraging them to act for the good of mankind. A further sample
of Sauer’s argument exemplifies the didactic features of literary enculturation.
Even now we could use stories to build up distinctions between the Japanese
people and their warlords before the rising prejudice gained headway. And
what of anti-Semitism? Beginning with very little children, before the seeds
so carelessly planted, so casually fed by catch phrases can grow to ugly size,
there could be stories that would make little Protestants and little Catholics
proud to have Jewish friends and playmates, proud to be asked to their homes
to share as guests the beauty of their ageless ceremonies—ceremonies
through which the Christian child can come closer to the life of Christ than he
does in his Sunday school ([1941] 1966, 325).
Ultimately, enculturation literature is designed to promote unity and peace. Sauer
concludes, “If we all had a common basis of facts on which to base our moral
judgments—a common material for our thinking—our future would look more secure.
How on earth can we better build such an understanding than through a wealth of books
streaming out to America's children?” (326). Revolutionary in theory, yet simple in
concept—books could shape children; children could shape a peaceful future.
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Writing at the close of the war, Paul Hazard described the new attitude of
importance attributed to children: “If observers, who enjoy watching the trend of the
times, do not notice that one of the recent signs is the growing importance granted to
children, they are indeed nearsighted. Perhaps old humanity is just a little tired of being
authoritative. Perhaps it is becoming more tender or more just. The fact remains that
today the children are our lords and masters” ([1933?] 1960, 72). This reverence for
childhood heightened in the decades to come.
With the end of World War II, optimism gripped midcentury America. Margaret
McElderry in her article “The Best of Times, The Worst of Times: Children’s Book
Publishing, 1924-1974” describes the euphoria: “The world had once again been saved,
and, ever optimistic, children’s book editors saw a bright future ahead for the children of
this country and the world” (1974, 89). Domestic and adventure fiction continued to be a
favorite. Yet, following the war an increasing number of fiction books countered the
early twentieth-century focus on idyllic life. Huck and associates note, “Not all realistic
fiction told happy or humorous tales of growing up in mainstream America. Realistic
fiction often reflected war, depression, and contemporary social problems . . . Eleanor
Estes was one of the first to write about poverty and children’s interrelationships in their
closed society. Her book The Hundred Dresses (1944) enabled teachers to undertake and
guide frank discussions of the problem of being ‘different’ ” (1997, 111). The progressive
partnerships formed between the education and literary professionals at the beginning of
the twentieth century realized their literary agenda with realistic books that explored
social problems.
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Beginning in the mid-forties, children’s literature broached the problem of
prejudice. Temple and associates note that Jesse Jasper Jackson’s Call Me Charley
published in 1945 was first to probe the issue of racism and cross-cultural understanding
(2002, 284-285). The didactic call for global understanding through literature begun
during the war transferred to the national level during the post-war years.
Speaking at a workshop sponsored by the University of Washington, Josette
Frank discussed how books promote social understanding: “To understand others, we
must, of course, understand ourselves, and books may be a child’s richest source for self
discovery. All great fiction, perhaps, may be said to hold up a mirror to its readers”
([1958] 1966, 314). Post-war books didactically encouraged children to explore the issue
of racial identity while developing appreciation for America’s multiethnic society.
Matilda Bailey, professor at Slippery Rock State College, exhorted teachers to use books
therapeutically to check prejudice.
If we can anticipate difficulties, there is no need for remedy. For example, if
we can help boys and girls to understand appreciatively the people of other
races and from other countries, prejudices may be forestalled. If we can
recognize in a child personality traits which may later grow into personality
problems and if through books we can give him insight, we have been good
teaching “doctors.” If we can throw light upon all the dark crannies of the
mind and heart before fear and hate and bias creep in, then we have gone a
long way in educating healthy-minded boys and girls ([1955] 1966, 39-40).
At the close of the 1950s the attempt to foster children’s mental growth
necessitated children be more autonomous. Darigan and associates explain, “A new
attitude accompanied the shift toward facing problems previously ignored: Children were
viewed as citizens with rights beyond those granted by their parents. Some voices called
for children to have full access to information, and young people achieved a new
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prominence in society” (2002, 257). The desire to give children more prominence and
realistic information was the centerpiece of the coming decade.
Radical social upheaval during the 1960s affected adults and children alike. The
latent vision of the powerful education and literary progressives of the early twentieth
century came of age, irrevocably changing literature for children. Huck and associates
describe this change.
The literature published for the child’s expanding world reflected the changes
and challenges of life in the mid twentieth century. Just as adult literature
mirrored the disillusionment of depression, wars, and materialism by
becoming more sordid, sensationalist, and psychological, children’s literature
became more frank and honest, portraying situations like war, drugs, divorce,
abortion, sex, and homosexuality. No longer were children protected by
stories of happy families. Rather, it was felt that children would develop
coping behaviors as they read about others who have survived similar
problems. All these problems are legitimate concerns of childhood. They
have always existed, but only in the last twenty-five years have they been
openly and honestly written about in books for children (1997, 113).
Realism had always been a fixture of children’s fiction. Writing for the Illinois
Libraries just prior to the realism revolution, Yolanda Federici asserts, “The plain fact is
that realism is essential in children's and young people’s books, but it must remain moral
and within the comprehension of the age-range by which it will be read” ([1958] 1966,
111). Professors James Jacobs and Michael Tunnell note that neither morality nor
comprehension was an obstacle to the “new realism” inaugurated in the 1960s (1996, 51).
Alison Lurie describes the shifting standards of morality prevalent in fiction for girls: “In
the second half of this century, as feminism launched its second wave, the limits of
socially acceptable behavior for girls were steadily pushed back, and one “subversive”
book after another was at first condemned and then applauded. When it first appeared, in
1964, Louis Fitzhugh's Harriet the Spy was criticized because its heroine secretly
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observed and dispassionately recorded the foolish behavior of adults. Its sequel, The Long
Secret (1965), was censured because, for the first time in juvenile literature, it mentioned
menstruation. Now both books are widely recommended (1990, 13).
These and other controversial books that ridiculed or subverted traditional societal
mores were carnivalesque. Carnivalesque literature became increasingly popular
throughout the late twentieth century because it could broach any taboo subject under the
guise of obtuse humor. This avant-garde style of fiction was especially didactic because it
used novel scenarios to hold children’s attention while prompting them to reject old ideas
for new.
The introduction of new realistic ideas through literature escalated in the 1970s.
In the article “Children’s Literature: Theory and Practice,” Felicity Hughes described the
didactic nature of new realism: “The so-called ‘new realism’ in children’s books proves
on inspection, to be an attempt to introduce adolescent sex into children’s books” (1978,
556). The emphasis on mature and controversial issues prompted the subgenre of realistic
fiction known as the problem novel. Professors Carol Lynch-Brown and Carl Tomlinson
note the didactic characteristics of this genre: “The problem novel is a contemporary
realistic story in which the conflict overwhelms the plot and characterization. The
problem novel is written to provide the author with a soapbox from which to lecture or as
a vehicle for capitalizing on whichever societal problem is currently at the forefront.
Generally, these stories lack depth, have weak character development and consist of little,
if any, plot. Problem novels remind us that it is always necessary to read literature
carefully to find books worthy of children’s attention” (1999,130). While these novels
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were radically didactic, their popularity broadened the market from preadolescents to
young children.
The problem novel attacked social taboos. Author of The Man without a Face
Isabelle Holland discussed the confrontation of societal taboos in an educational
conference at Framingham State College: “I didn’t set out to write about homosexuality. I
started this book with only the idea of a fatherless boy who experiences with a man some
of the forms of companionship and love that have been nonexistent in his life (1973,
299). She continued, “If there were no taboos, there would be no urgency. Let me say
again that I am not speaking for or against a tabooless society. That is a social or moral or
even theological question. I am merely talking of what is good for storytelling” (304).
Increasingly, children’s literature brought the shocking realities of the adult world to
children. Commenting a year later on the effects of realism on children, Isabelle Holland
concludes, “The realities of the adult and children’s world’s have flowed together. The
walls of childhood are down” (1974, 120).
This breach of childhood’s innocence continued in the late seventies and eighties
with a heightened interest in cultural pluralism. Literary researcher Felicity Hughes
commented, “Political topics such as class and race have recently been self-consciously
injected into children’s realistic fiction . . . ” (1978, 556). The emphasis in society on
cultural pluralism was slow to be adequately represented in children’s literature of this
period. Researchers Jane Madsen and Elaine Wickersham conducted a study of children’s
realistic fiction written between 1976 and 1978 in which they studied themes surrounding
ethnicity and stereotyping (1980, 273). In the introduction they noted, “In recent years the
United States has become more aware of the culturally pluralistic nature of its society and
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of the changing roles of males and females (273). After studying ninety books
appropriate for children preschool to age eight, they concluded that realistic fiction did
not treat race or gender with equality (276). The quest to acquaint children with the issues
surrounding cultural pluralism would not be fully realized until the end of the twentieth
century.
Throughout the 1980s, children’s fiction captured the intense realities of society.
Professor at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and past president of the National
Council of Teachers of English John Stewig described the growing list of realistic
children’s books with controversial themes.
Probably the most striking aspect of modern realistic fiction for children
is the range of topics it covers. Children can read about premarital sex
and abortion in My Darling, My Hamburger, by Paul Zindel; about death
in Grover, by Bill and Vera Cleaver; about suicide in A Blues I Can
Whistle, by A. E. Johnson; about senility in Pigman, by Paul Zindel;
about drugs in Go Ask Alice, written by an anonymous author; about
poverty in Where the Lilies Bloom, by Bill and Vera Cleaver; about
mental retardation in Hey Dummy, by Kin Platt; and about insanity in
Lisa, Bright and Dark, by John Neufeld; about divorce in The Trouble
with Thirteen, by Betty Miles; and about homosexuality in What
Happened to Mr. Forster? by Gary Bargar. There seems to be no limit to
what children can read about in books written expressly for them (1988,
479).
With the absence of societal taboos, explicit children’s literature continued to enjoy
popularity. Professors Lynch-Brown and Tomlinson noted, “This trend towards a more
graphic and explicitly truthful portrayal of life and the inclusion of many topics that were
previously considered taboo continued in children’s books in the 1970's and 1980's and
still prevails today” (1999, 135).
The 1990s brought a renewed focus on the issues of race and ethnic culture.
Multicultural literature encouraged children to celebrate personal and global ethnicity.
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Jeanne McGlinn, associate professor of education at the University of North Carolina
Ashville, described how multicultural literature could “help children build a positive self
image by showing characters like themselves and their families who are able to work out
problems and succeed in various ways” (2002, 50). Beyond the emphasis on multicultural
local communities, children’s books brought a laudatory look at world cultures in
response to a growing social concern for political correctness. In the article
“Multiculturalism in the Mainstream,” Barbara Bader recounts the factors involved in the
rise of multicultural literature during the nineties: “It came, moreover, when political
correctness, in the positive sense of respect for the aspirations of ethnic and other identity
groups, mandated the provision of positive, identity-enhancing materials” (2003, 272).
Enhancing children’s personal and global identity while exposing them to the
vivid realities of modern life characterized the legacy of the twentieth century.
Professors Jacobs and Tunnell described literature in the late nineties: “Today, books for
young readers are more varied and engaging than they ever have been. Authors and
illustrators of children’s books continue to experiment with form and content, and taboos
continue to be violated” (1996, 53). What began as a quest for philosophical power by
literary progressives at the beginning of the century became a foundation for the radical
social agenda prominent in children’s fiction at the close of the century.
The twenty-first century has confirmed and broadened the radical precedent of the
late twentieth century. Contemporary realistic fiction continues to be the standard in
children’s fiction. Darigan and associates explain this enduring popularity: “Where else
but within the pages of a book can a child safely experience the horrors of terrorism,
racism, and religious persecution, or the pain of dealing with physical, mental, or
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emotional constraints and limitations? Further, the reader of this genre comes to grips
with situations dealing with many of the basic conditions of humanity, such as death,
developing sexuality, mental illness, aging, and alcoholism” (2002, 236). Current
children’s literature continues to exemplify the turmoil of culture through thematic
teaching.
To meet the increasing demand for realistic children’s fiction, specialized
publishing firms are focusing on didactically thematic content. While these firms
typically concentrate on publishing books that celebrate ethnicity, there is also an
emphasis on alternative lifestyles. Jason Britton describes the vision behind the creation
of Two Lives Publishing. He states, “The company will focus on children’s books with
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender themes; their target audience is children in gay and
lesbian families” (2001, 37). It appears that the didactic focus of literature in the modern
era will both resemble and embolden the impetus of innovative cultural publishing first
begun in the eighteenth century with John Newbery.
Zena Sutherland explains the theoretical and historical legacy of children’s
literature: “It is true now, as it was true when John Newbery published children’s books,
that what is published for children reflects the contemporary society’s idea of what
children should read, and that opinions about that idea change with time and place. Today
our language has changed, our mores have changed, and our ideas about how children
learn and what we want them to learn have shifted repeatedly and will surely continue to
change in the new millennium” ([1997] 2003). Hence, the question of exactly what
literature didactically teaches children remains ever poignant.
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Conclusion
A review of the variety of information about didacticism and children’s literature
reveals the current theoretical and historical knowledge about didacticism from the
perspective of prominent literary historians, professors, researchers, authors, and critics.
Their research and opinions show a tendency to relegate didacticism to a specific
historical period, prominent children’s authors, or specific religious beliefs.
To illustrate this prevailing view of didacticism, this literature review examined
from a theoretical perspective how society, ideology, instruction, and education influence
children’s literature. The extent of this influence, as it relates to didacticism, was
pinpointed in regard to how these factors have been expressed historically beginning
selectively with the Puritan era and continuing to the current perspective of didacticism in
modern children’s literature. This literature review has noted that the true seminal period
of didacticism began with Puritan religious fervor, but it has changed to an increasingly
humanistic and radical degree throughout the twentieth century to the present.
The current understanding of didacticism from a theoretical and historical
perspective revealed that secular educational philosophy exerts humanistic influence on
children’s literature by using the vicarious experience inherent to the reading process to
cryptically advocate relativistic tolerance of controversial social and cultural issues. Yet,
the current body of knowledge did not conclusively specify how secular educational
philosophy has influenced children’s literature throughout the twentieth century to the
present. Therefore, a selective trend analysis of didacticism spanning popular literature
from the beginning of the twentieth century to the present was imperative.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
General Perspective
Secular educational philosophy has influenced children’s literature and altered the
moral didacticism found in children’s literature beginning in the colonial period to a
cultural didacticism evidenced throughout the twentieth century to the present. The
purpose of this analysis was to identify trends in didactic children’s literature from the
twentieth century to the present as influenced by secular educational philosophy. It was
anticipated that this trend analysis would identify how secular educational philosophy has
influenced children’s literature throughout the twentieth century to the present.
Secular educational philosophy exerts humanistic influence on children’s
literature by using the vicarious experience inherent to the reading process to cryptically
advocate relativistic tolerance of controversial social and cultural issues. To examine the
current understanding of this philosophical influence, the literature review uniquely
traced didacticism through period materials, current literary publications, and modern
literature anthologies used in the training of elementary teachers. Analyzing the content
of selected examples of children’s literature yielded valuable information about the
specific didactic content of popular children’s fiction that, when compared to the
theoretical and historical precedence noted in the literature review, showed a correlation
between progressive educational ideology and trends in children’s literature from the
twentieth century to the present.
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Using trend analysis, ten books were sought from each decade beginning in the
twentieth century and concluding with the beginning of the twenty-first century. These
books were studied to answer these research questions:
1. What do these books imply about society and culture?
2. How do these books describe religion?
3. What do these books teach children about gender, family, and ecology?
4. How do these books present controversial issues?
These questions guided the identification of didactic trends in children’s literature in
relation to secular educational philosophy and were summative of the major societal
ideologies historically broached in children’s literature as revealed in the literature
review. Books that focused on building a child’s vicarious experience while didactically
teaching moral relativism and cultural awareness of controversial issues were suggestive
of secular educational philosophy. Books that taught moral absolutes and cultural
awareness of ethical issues were suggestive of traditional educational philosophy.
It was projected that the findings would be beneficial both to institutions training
elementary teachers and to schools throughout America seeking to evaluate their current
policies concerning literature selection for children. Ultimately, the results of this study
were directed toward helping Christian teachers better determine what some modern
fiction is teaching children.
The review of historical sources and current professional literature revealed the
modern understanding of didacticism. Didacticism began with Puritan religious fervor,
but it has changed to an increasingly humanistic and radical degree throughout the
twentieth century to the present. Secular educational philosophy exerts humanistic
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influence on children’s literature by using the vicarious experience inherent to the reading
process to cryptically advocate relativistic tolerance of controversial social and cultural
issues. These general characteristics reflect progressive ideology:
1. Society and culture must seek the common global good.
2. Religion is a personal expression of individual moral autonomy.
3. Lifestyle is a product of experiential knowledge and choice.
4. Controversial issues require understanding and positive group action.
These ideological characteristics are summative of secular educational philosophy
as popularized by John Dewey. Yet, a proper understanding of how experiential
educational ideology specifically influences literature through didacticism necessitated
further research. The current body of knowledge did not conclusively specify how secular
educational philosophy has influenced children’s literature throughout the twentieth
century to the present. Therefore, a trend analysis was performed.
Trend analysis measures the change in observable phenomena over a period of
time (Mauch and Birch 1998, 121). This form of analysis provided the most objective and
precise tool for measuring the subtle ideological changes in didactic content for a diverse
subject range of popular children’s fiction. Trend analysis best utilized popularity and
content research to yield accurate implications and recommendations about future
didactic trends.
Using popularity and content research, ten books were sought from each decade
beginning in the twentieth century and concluding with the beginning of the twenty-first
century. These books were analyzed to answer the specified research questions and
recorded on a categorized analysis document (appendix A). After all books had been
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evaluated, findings were synthesized in graph form to show trends in didactic content. A
careful examination of the results, in response to the purpose statement, delineated the
full scope of the implications of this trend analysis and the necessary recommendations.

Research Documents
Teachers commonly select books for their classroom that reflect their literary
training and knowledge of resource materials. Therefore, to answer objectively and
completely the specified research questions for books prior to the twenty-first century,
this trend analysis comprised books chosen for their historical significance as noted by
literary experts in anthologies and professional materials essential for teacher training.
These resources were listed in appendix B. The selection of books from the present was
taken from the recommended 2000-2003 reading lists of the American Library
Association and the International Reading Association, renowned resources among
teaching professionals.
After popularity had been determined using professional resources and
recommended reading lists, content research further defined each book’s eligibility for
analysis. Content research was conducted using these eight control questions:
1. Is the minimum interest level less than age four or greater than age twelve?
2. Could this book be characterized as animal fiction?
3. Could this book be characterized as sports fiction?
4. Could this book be characterized as fantasy?
5. Does the book contain any controlled language?
6. Does the book have a foreign setting?
7. Is the book translated from another language?
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8. Is the book part of an extended series?
Affirmative answers to any of these questions disqualified a book from this study.
These questions confined the study to a homogeneous sampling of realistic American
fiction, written in prose, for elementary readers in kindergarten through sixth grade. All
books selected for this study through popularity and content research were listed
chronologically in appendix C.

Research Analysis
The content analysis evaluated ten popular fiction books from each decade
beginning in the twentieth century and concluding with the beginning of the twenty-first
century. Each book was studied to answer the specified research questions. Analysis was
recorded using the form “Document Analysis” in appendix A.
This document was summative of the major societal ideologies historically
broached in children’s literature as revealed in the literature review. Each didactic
characteristic was simplified and condensed to reflect common themes expressed in
children’s literature. Specific issues such as urbanization, cultic religion, homosexual
rights, substance abuse, and other poignant issues were excluded to focus on the enduring
societal philosophies noted in the literature review.
Using the specified research questions as a guide in the collection of data, each
didactic characteristic was noted on the analysis document as “treated” or “untreated.”
The systemization of subject categories and relevant didactic characteristics provided a
framework from which subtle trends could be determined. These trends were analyzed in
response to the theoretical and historical precedence noted in the literature review and the
general characteristics of progressive philosophy specified in the study methodology to
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show the correlation between progressive educational ideology and trends in children’s
literature from the twentieth century to the present.

Research Results
A careful examination of the results, in response to the purpose statement,
delineated the full scope of the implications of this trend analysis. The results were
synthesized (appendix D) and didactic trends specified in graph form. At the conclusion
of this study, recommendations were made for institutions endeavoring to train
elementary teachers, schools seeking to evaluate their current literature selection policies,
and Christian teachers determined to better understand how progressive ideology
correlates to didactic trends in modern children’s fiction.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH FINDINGS
The purpose of this analysis was to identify trends in didactic children’s literature
from the twentieth century to the present as influenced by secular educational philosophy.
The review of historical sources and current professional literature revealed the modern
understanding of didacticism. Yet, the current body of knowledge did not conclusively
specify how secular educational philosophy has influenced children’s literature
throughout the twentieth century to the present. Therefore, a trend analysis was
performed.

Presentation of Data
Comparative Trends in Traditional and
Progressive Didacticism
A comparison of traditional and progressive didactic characteristics showed the
frequency of didactic characteristics in popular literature has declined (see figure 1).
However, the decline in traditional characteristics was more significant than the decline
of progressive didactic characteristics. Traditional characteristics displayed a pattern of
decline from 50% in the 1900s to 24% in the first three years of 2000. In contrast,
progressive characteristics demonstrated an erratic pattern of growth and wane that
normalized to only a ten-percentage point difference between 42% in the 1900s and 32%
in the present decade.
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Figure 1. Frequency of Traditional and Progressive Characteristics Compared

Both traditional and progressive characteristics intersect at 36% in the 1960s with
traditional characteristics on a sharp decline and progressive characteristics on a rapid
upswing. The dominance of progressive didacticism over traditional didacticism
continued for forty-three years from 1960 to 2003 with limited fluctuation.

Trends in Traditional Didacticism
Traditional didactic characteristics displayed two sharp declines in the last
hundred years (see figure 2). The first decline occurred during the decade of 1910. Half
of all popular books from the 1900s contained traditional didacticism. Yet, in 1910, only
38% of the books studied had traditional didactic elements. The second marked decline
occurred during the 1960s. In the 1950s, 45% of the studied books contained traditional
characteristics, but that figure dropped to only 30% in the 1960s.
Between these marked declines were periods of upswing and moderation. The
1920s fueled the only significant rise in the number of traditional didactic characteristics
from 38% during the decade of 1910 to a peak of 46% in the 1930s. Thirty years later,
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Figure 2. Frequency and Trends of Traditional Characteristics

a moderating three-decade decline of traditional didactic characteristics occurred from
30% in the 1960s to 24% in the 1980s. This moderating decline reached its lowest point
within the last twenty-three years. Traditional characteristics have remained relatively
unchanged, fluctuating only one percentage point between 23 and 24 percent from the
1980s to the present.

Trends in Progressive Didacticism
Progressive characteristics showed fluctuation (see figure 3). Between the 1900s
and the 1960s every twenty-year interval showed a marked increase in didactic
characteristics. These increases were offset by a pattern of decline in the subsequent
decade. The first significant decline occurred during the 1930s. The 1920s showed a
propensity toward progressive characteristics at 40% that slipped to a mere 28% in the
1930s. Another significant decline occurred within the last thirty years. The 1970s
showed the highest percentage of progressive characteristics at 46%. Yet, true to pattern,
this was offset by an eleven-point slump to 35% in the 1980s.
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Figure 3. Frequency and Trends of Progressive Characteristics

Amidst the frequent variation in progressive characteristics there were intervals of
consistency. The period between the 1930s and the 1950s showed a limited growth in
progressive characteristics. In contrast, the period between the 1960s and the 1970s
presented the strongest showing between 43 and 46 percent. Progressive characteristics
have continued strong in the last thirty years. From the 1980s to the present the frequency
of progressive characteristics fluctuated only seven percentage points.

Comparative Trends in Traditional and Progressive
Didacticism Concerning Society
Traditional and progressive didactic characteristics concerning society involved
the societal perception of industrialization and mankind. The traditional view that
industrialization is desirable showed a varied decline ending in a hundred-year low in the
present decade (see figure 4).
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Figure 4. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Societal Industrialization

The progressive view that industrialization is undesirable fluctuated between a
high of 60% occurring first in the 1920s and again in the first three years of 2000, and a
low of 20% in the 1980s. The traditional and progressive view of industrialization
showed the most significant contrast in the present decade with the progressive
characteristic at a repeat high of 60% and the traditional view at an all-time low of 0%.
When comparing the societal perception of mankind, the traditional view that
mankind is good or able to improve showed variation that moderated to 60% at the
beginning, middle, and end of the twentieth century (see figure 5). Traditional and
progressive views regarding mankind demonstrated the most contrast during the 1930s
and the 1960s. In the 1930s, the prevailing didactic view was traditional in 90% of the
study books. This was not the case in 90% of the books from the 1960s.
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Figure 5. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Societal View of Mankind

The progressive view that mankind is corrupt or hopeless showed significant
variation typified by a low of 10% in the 1930s and a high of 90% in the 1960s. Since the
1990s, traditional and progressive characteristics have again shown contrast with the
traditional view moderating at 60% and the progressive view continuing a sharp decline
from 70% in the 1990s to 40% in the present decade.

Trends in Traditional Didacticism
Concerning Society
A comparison of traditional views concerning industrialization and mankind
showed that between the 1900s and the 1930s these characteristics were closely linked
(see figure 6). In the 1900s, industrialization was a stronger theme in the study books
than the goodness of man. The reverse was true in the 1930s when the goodness of
mankind reached an all-time high of 90%.
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Figure 6. Trends in Traditional Didacticism Concerning Society

From the 1940s to the present decade these characteristics diverged at random
intervals. From the 1960s to the 1980s the traditional view of mankind ranged between
10 and 30 percent whereas the traditional view of industrialization remained strong
between 60 and 80 percent. This deviation was especially pronounced in the last thirteen
years. The goodness of mankind was a prevalent didactic characteristic while the idea
that industrialization is desirable decreased to the point of being absent in the books
studied from the present decade.

Trends in Progressive Didacticism
Concerning Society
A comparison of progressive views concerning industrialization and mankind
showed that the idea of mankind as corrupt was stronger overall than that of the
undesirability of industrialization (see figure 7). This trend was most pronounced
between the 1960s and the 1990s when the presentation of mankind’s corruption ranged
between 60 and 90 percent. The exception to this tendency occurred in the 1930s when
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the idea of the harmfulness of industrialization overshadowed any progressive discussion
of mankind.
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Figure 7. Trends in Progressive Didacticism Concerning Society

Two significant increases occurred in the progressive portrayal of society. In
regard to the undesirability of industrialization, the period between the 1980s and the first
three years of 2000 showed a marked increase from 20% in the 1980s to 60% in the
present decade. Even more pronounced was the increase in the portrayal of mankind’s
corruption from the 1930s to the 1960s.

Comparative Trends in Traditional and Progressive
Didacticism Concerning Culture
Traditional and progressive didactic characteristics concerning culture involved
the societal perception of religious and racial culture. In regard to the portrayal of
religion, the traditional view of America as a Christian nation exceeded the progressive
view of America as a secular nation (see figure 8).
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Figure 8. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning American Religious Culture

None of the books studied didactically portrayed America as a secular nation.
While the traditional view dominated that of the progressive, it was marked by decline. In
the 1900s, 90% of the books presented America as a Christian nation. Yet, a hundred
years later in the first three years of 2000 that number dropped to 30%.
In regard to the portrayal of race, the traditional view of America as a cohesive
ethnic nation was overshadowed by the frequency of the progressive view of America as
a diverse nation (see figure 9). During the 1920s and the 1990s, this contrast was evident
in no presentation of the traditional view of cohesion while 50% of the books took the
progressive view of diversity. This contrast is most pronounced in the 1960s with 10% of
the books portraying racial cohesion and 80% describing racial diversity.
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Figure 9. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning American Racial Culture

Trends in Traditional Didacticism
Concerning Culture
A comparison of traditional views in regard to religious and racial culture showed
that religion was a preferred didactic topic in the books studied (see figure 10). The
period between the 1900s and the 1950s demonstrated a strong tendency to convey
America’s religious culture. This tendency is typified in the 1950s when 100% of the
books studied presented America as a Christian nation. Yet this high was followed by a
steady pattern of decline between the 1960s and the 1980s. In the last twenty-three years
only 30% of the books traditionally expressed America’s religious culture.
In regard to the traditional presentation of race, the period between the 1930s and
the 1950s represented the strongest portrayal of America’s ethnic cohesion. Again, the
1950s not only recognized a high in presenting religious culture it also demonstrated a
high in presenting racial culture from a traditional perspective. Several decades offered
no presentation of cohesive ethnicity in America.
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Figure 10. Trends in Traditional Didacticism Concerning Culture

Trends in Progressive Didacticism
Concerning Culture
A comparison of progressive characteristics concerning American culture showed
a propensity to present racial culture rather than religious culture (see figure 11). While
no books in the study portrayed America as a secular nation, most books displayed a
moderated trend between 30 and 40 percent in portraying America’s racial diversity.
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Figure 11. Trends in Progressive Didacticism Concerning Culture
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In the 1920s and the 1990s half the books studied presented a progressive view of
race. The height of this trend was midcentury with 70% in the 1950s and 80% in the
1960s. In recent years, didactic presentation of racial diversity slumped from 50% in the
1990s to 40% in the present decade.

Comparative Trends in Traditional and Progressive
Didacticism Concerning Religion
Traditional and progressive didactic characteristics concerning religion involved
perception of religious judgeship, salvation, ascribed attributes, and perception of deity.
In regard to judgeship, the progressive view of man as judge for himself dominated the
traditional view of God as judge (see figure 12). The progressive view deviated only ten
percentage points in the span of one hundred three years.
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Figure 12. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Religious Judgeship

The traditional view of the judgeship of God began the century with a high of
50%, yet this high was offset by a steep decline during the decade of 1910 to 0%. The
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next eighty-three years showed an erratic pattern of traditional treatment between 20%
and no treatment at all.
In regard to the perception of religious salvation, the progressive view of mankind
as savior of himself superseded the traditional view of Christ as Savior (see figure 13).
Only one book from the 1920s presented the traditional view.
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Figure 13. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Religious Salvation

While the progressive view of man as savior was the dominant religious view of
the twentieth century, it showed decline. In the 1900s, 90% of the books studied
presented the progressive view. Yet, in the present decade didactic presentation of
mankind as savior dropped to 60%.
In regard to religious attributes, the traditional view of God as powerful was
presented in books more frequently than the progressive view that God is inept (see
figure 14). The most significant contrast in the presentation of these opposite views
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occurred in the 1900s with 70% of the books presenting God’s power, and none of the
books presenting the progressive view of God’s ineptitude.
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Figure 14. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Religious Attributes

While the traditional view of God’s power is higher overall than the progressive
view, it declined sharply midcentury. After a strong showing of 60% in the 1940s the
traditional view plummeted to 20% in the 1960s. For the next three decades only 20% of
the books studied discussed the power of God. In the present decade, none of the books
studied discussed religious attributes from a traditional or progressive perspective.
In regard to the deity of God, the progressive view of God as a universal force
showed slight overall gains to the traditional view of God as a triune being (see figure
15). The 1900s represented the highest showing for both progressive and traditional
characteristics. The progressive view of God as a universal force fell to 30% during the
decade of 1910 where it remained for the next twenty years.
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Figure 15. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Religious Deity

The traditional view of the Trinity fell from 60% in the 1900s to 0% during the
decade of 1910. While the 1920s signaled an upswing in the traditional view, this was
short-lived, falling to 10% in the 1930s. The next sixty-three years saw only small
increases marked by patterns of decline and several periods with no mention of the triune
nature of God.

Trends in Traditional Didacticism
Concerning Religion
A comparison of traditional characteristics concerning religion showed a
propensity toward irreligious tendencies (see figure 16). These tendencies are most
evident in the period between the 1930s and the present decade. Didactic characteristics
concerning judgeship, salvation, attributes, or deity moderated between 20 and 30 percent
during this period. The 1940s presented an exception to this trend in regard to the
traditional view of God’s power. Of the books studied during this decade 60% presented
God’s power, the second highest showing of this characteristic since the decade of 1910.
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Figure 16. Trends in Traditional Didacticism Concerning Religion

The 1900s showed the strongest representation of traditional religious
didacticism. With the exception of presenting Christ as Savior, all other religious
characteristics showed up in half or more of the books. In contrast, a hundred years later
no traditional religious characteristics would be expressed in books from the first three
years of 2000.

Trends in Progressive Didacticism
Concerning Religion
A comparison of progressive characteristics concerning religion showed a clear
distinction between a religious view of man and a religious view of God (see figure 17).
With few exceptions, the progressive view of man as judge and savior of himself
dominated the children’s books written during the twentieth century. This trend
fluctuated between 60 and a 100 percent throughout the century.
Other significant trends in progressive didacticism concerned the presentation of
God’s attributes or deity. While there was little or no discussion of God being inept there
was a varied portrayal of God as a universal force. The 1900s saw the height of this
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characteristic at 90%. The next ninety-three years demonstrated a diminished portrayal,
fluctuating between 10 and 30 percent if mentioned at all.
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Figure 17. Trends in Progressive Didacticism Concerning Religion

Comparative Trends in Traditional and Progressive
Didacticism Concerning Gender
Traditional and progressive didactic characteristics concerning gender
involved perception of gender roles and relationships. In regard to gender roles,
traditional and progressive characteristics showed measured contrast (see figure 18).
From the 1900s to the 1980s the traditional view that men are dominant exceeded the
progressive view of women as dominant. This contrast reached its peak between the
1930s and the 1950s. All of the books from this period conveyed the dominance of men
while none expressed the idea of female gender dominance.
The proliferation of traditional gender roles declined beginning in the 1960s and
ending in the 1980s. During this decade, both traditional and progressive views of gender
converged at 50%. This was followed by a further decline in the portrayal of male
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dominance leaving the progressive view to surpass the traditional perception of gender
roles.
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Figure 18. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Gender Roles

In regard to gender relationships, both the traditional view that women are
subservient to men and the progressive view that men are reliant on women showed
differing periods of dominance ending in decline within the last twenty years (see figure
19). The century began with both didactic characteristics at 50% treatment in the study
books. A similar trend occurred in the 1940s with 40% of the books containing traditional
or progressive ideas.
The greatest contrast of traditional and progressive views occurred in the 1930s.
The traditional expression of gender relationships was presented in half of the books
studied while the progressive view appeared in only 10% of the study books. The
opposite was true during the decades of 1910 and 1970. The progressive idea that men
are reliant on women reached its second highest point during these years with 40%
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treatment and the traditional only 20%. These contrasts would normalize in the first three
years of 2000 to 10% for both traditional and progressive views.
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Figure 19. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Gender Relationships

Trends in Traditional Didacticism
Concerning Gender
A comparison of the traditional view concerning gender showed that gender roles
were a favored didactic characteristic rather than the expression of gender relationships
(see figure 20). The period between the 1900s and the 1950s demonstrated a strong
traditional view of gender roles. This trend was typified from the 1930s through the
1950s with 100% of the books portraying men as dominant. Traditional views of gender
relationships were also strong during these three decades.
The dominance of traditional ideas of gender declined after midcentury. This
decline started in the 1960s with traditional gender roles at 70% and continued to fall
until the 1990s. During this decade, traditional views of men as the dominant gender
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Figure 20. Trends in Traditional Didacticism Concerning Gender

reached its lowest point at 30% and traditional views of gender relationships received no
treatment for the first time in ninety years. While the first three years of 2000 showed a
slight upswing in traditional gender roles, treatment of gender relationships maintained
their postmidcentury median low at 10%.

Trends in Progressive Didacticism
Concerning Gender
A comparison of progressive characteristics concerning gender showed that the
progressive view of gender roles and gender relationships had inverse treatment over the
course of the twentieth century (see figure 21). At the beginning of the century, the
progressive idea that men are reliant on women had a strong showing at 50% in the
1900s. Both the 1910s and the 1940s also had a substantial treatment of 40%. However,
the lack of any progressive treatment of gender in the 1950s signaled a reverse in
progressive focus. From the 1960s to the present decade didactic emphasis switched from
portraying men as reliant on women to portraying women as dominant. This tendency
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reached its peak during the 1970s and 1980s at 50% and waned only slightly in the last
thirteen years to 40%.
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Figure 21. Trends in Progressive Didacticism Concerning Gender

Comparative Trends in Traditional and Progressive
Didacticism Concerning Family
Traditional and progressive didactic characteristics concerning family involved
family structure, parent roles, and home life. In regard to family structure, traditional
emphasis on the presence of a mother and father in the home was strongest during the
first seventy years of the twentieth century (see figure 22). Another predominantly
traditional characteristic was that of a legal guardian. This characteristic had a high
showing at the beginning of the century at 60% that diminished to a median fluctuation
between 20 and 40 percent toward the close of the century.
Progressive characteristics concerning family structure showed an initial decline
between the 1900s and the 1950s that showed significant rebound after midcentury. The
presentation of a single-parent family exhibited a sizable increase to 60% in the 1960s
that leveled off to a second overall century high of 70% from the 1970s to the 1990s.
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Figure 22. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Family Structure

Another progressive family structure presented in books was parents of like gender. Prior
to the 1980s there was no treatment of this didactic characteristic. However, in the books
studied, this characteristic made an inaugural appearance in the 1980s at 10% that was
duplicated the following decade in the 1990s.
In regard to parental roles, traditional and progressive characteristics showed
identifiable trends (see figure 23). The traditional view that parents are authorities
prevailed over the progressive view that parents and children are equals. This trend was
most apparent at the beginning of the century when traditional parental roles fluctuated
between 60 and 90 percent. However, the 1950s signaled a downturn that despite slight
variation would end in the present decade at a mere 40%.
The progressive presentation of parental roles showed a marked slump between
the 1900s and the 1940s. Yet this mediocre beginning to the century was offset by a
steady rise in the presentation of parents and children as equals beginning at 30% in the
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1950s and peaking in the 1970s at 40%. This upswing moderated in the last twenty-three
years to a fluctuation between 20 and 30 percent.
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Figure 23. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Parent Roles

In regard to the perception of parents, both traditional and progressive
characteristics exhibited erratic patterns of growth and wane (see figure 24). The
traditional idea that parents are knowledgeable began in the 1900s at 60% and normalized
to 50% in the present decade despite wild fluctuations between 20 and 90 percent.
The progressive perception of parents remained strong throughout the twentieth
century. From the 1900s to the 1910s, 80% of the books portrayed parents as inept.
Despite some varied downturns from the 1920s to the 1950s, this progressive perception
of parents rebounded to 90% in the 1960s and the 1970s. While the next twenty years
showed a significant drop to 50% in the 1990s, the progressive view showed growth at
60% in the first three years of 2000.
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Figure 24. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Perception of Parents

In regard to home life, traditional and progressive characteristics transposed
throughout the century (see figure 25). The traditional view that the home is a source of
comfort was most prevalent during the 1930s and the 1950s at 90%. Yet, in the 1960s the
traditional view plummeted to a historical low of 30% that would continue for the next
twenty years. The last thirteen years showed a tempered rebound to 50% during the
present decade.
The progressive view that home life is a source of conflict showed some variance
between 30 and 60 percent in the first half of the twentieth century. The most definite
escalation of this view occurred between the 1950s and the 1970s, peaking at 90%. The
last twenty-three years displayed a steady decline in the portrayal of home life as a source
of conflict. In the first three years of 2000, progressive and traditional characteristics
maintained an even split at 50%.
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Figure 25. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Home Life

Trends in Traditional Didacticism
Concerning Family
A comparison of traditional characteristics concerning family showed that
traditional didacticism presented a father and mother family structure more frequently
than a legal guardian structure (see figure 26). This trend was highlighted in the period
between the 1930s and the 1970s when the father and mother structure normalized
between 80 and 100 percent. During this period, the presentation of a legal guardian on
average was at its lowest level.
Traditional portrayal of a father and mother represented the norm from the 1900s
to the 1970s, fluctuating between 80 and 100 percent. Beginning in the 1980s this
traditional portrayal declined to 60%. While didactic discussion of a father and mother
family structure continued to fluctuate between 50 and 60 percent in the 1990s and the
first three years of 2000, the traditional portrayal of a legal guardian made steady gains to
its second highest level at 40%.
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Figure 26. Trends in Traditional Didacticism Concerning Family Structure

A comparison of traditional characteristics concerning parental roles and parental
perception revealed that during the period between the 1900s and the 1950s, when
parents were portrayed as authorities the perception of parents as knowledgeable was
significant as well (see figure 27). In the 1900s, 1940s, and 1950s these two traditional
characteristics were inextricably linked. A deviation to this trend occurred in the 1920s
when the perception of parents as knowledgeable at 90% far outweighed the perception
of parents as authorities at 60%.
After midcentury, the traditional view of parents as authorities and the perception
that parents are knowledgeable exhibited no link. Rather, these characteristics showed
opposing trends. The idea of parental authority declined from 70% in the 1960s to 40% in
the first three years of 2000. In contrast, the traditional perception of parents as
knowledgeable showed steady increase from 20% in the 1960s to 50% in the 1990s, and
in the present decade.
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Figure 27. Trends in Traditional Didacticism Concerning Parent Roles and Perception

Analyzing the traditional characteristic concerning home life as a source of
comfort demonstrated some consistent trends (see figure 28). The period between the
1930s and the 1950s offered the most pronounced emphasis on the comforts of home life,
ranging between 70% and a high of 90%.
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Figure 28. Trends in Traditional Didacticism Concerning Home Life
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In contrast, the period between the 1960s and the 1980s exemplified a limited
didactic mention of home life as a source of comfort maintaining a thirty-year low of
30%. The last thirteen years have moderated the extreme highs and lows from the 1930s
to the 1980s normalizing between 50 and 60 percent.

Trends in Progressive Didacticism
Concerning Family
A comparison of the progressive view concerning family showed that in regard to
structure, the emphasis on single-parent families was mixed in the first half of the
twentieth century (see figure 29). What began as an all-time high of 80% in the 1900s
dropped to 10% in the 1950s. This midcentury decline was short-lived.
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Figure 29. Trends in Progressive Didacticism Concerning Family Structure

The second half of the twentieth century showed considerable emphasis on the
single-parent family. The minimal 10% treatment in the 1950s spiked to 60% in the
1960s followed by a stabilizing high of 70% from the 1970s to the 1990s. It was during
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this heightened three-decade emphasis on single-parent families that the first mention of
like gender family structures was made in the 1980s and again in the 1990s.
Comparing the progressive views of parent roles and parent perception revealed
the tendency to promulgate the perception that parents are inept rather than to discuss the
equal role of parents and children (see figure 30). While showing parental ineptitude
suffered some decline in the 1920s and again in the 1940s and 1950s, the trend has
generally been strong, fluctuating between 50 and 90 percent through the course of the
century.
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Figure 30. Trends in Progressive Didacticism Concerning Parent Roles and Perception

The progressive view of parental roles showed a median variation between 10 and
40 percent. While this progressive trend toward making parents and children equals was
not extensive, there were some distinguishing features. The period between the decades
of 1910 and 1940 showed a minimum portrayal of progressive parenting roles,
fluctuating between 10 and 20 percent. However, starting in the 1950s the presentation of
progressive parenting roles was more pronounced varying between 20 and 40 percent.
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Analyzing the progressive characteristic concerning home life as a source of
conflict revealed some distinctive trends (see figure 31). The first half of the twentieth
century showed a measured treatment marked by decline from 60% in the 1920s to 30%
in the 1940s.
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Figure 31. Trends in Progressive Didacticism Concerning Home Life

In contrast, the period between the 1950s and the first three years of 2000 showed
a three-decade period of upswing peaking at 90% in the 1970s. This upward trend in the
portrayal of home life as a source of conflict was followed by a sharper two-decade
decline to 50% in the present decade. Both, the twentieth century and twenty-first century
began at the same level of 50% treatment.

Comparative Trends in Traditional and Progressive
Didacticism Concerning Ecology
Traditional and progressive didactic characteristics concerning ecology involved
perception of nature and natural resources. Historically, the traditional view of nature as a
biological wonder surpassed the progressive view of nature as a spiritual entity (see
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figure 32). Despite an initial decline at the beginning of the century, there was a steady
upswing in the traditional presentation of the biological wonders of nature reaching 100%
in the 1950s. However, the 1960s brought a sudden drop in the traditional view. This
decline was sustained for the next twenty years. The last thirteen years saw a mild
increase from 60% in the 1990s to 70% in the present decade.
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Figure 32. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Perception of Nature

The progressive view of nature as a spiritual entity was not as pronounced as the
traditional view in the study books, yet there are discernable trends. The century began
with no mention of nature from a spiritual perspective. However, the next two decades
fueled an upswing ending in a high of 30% in the 1930s. This peak would be repeated in
the 1950s followed by a period of downturn. From the 1960s to the first three years of
2000, the progressive view of nature as a spiritual entity registered minimally fluctuating
between 20% and no treatment at all.
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In regard to natural resources, traditional and progressive characteristics
demonstrated similar patterns throughout the twentieth century (see figure 33). The
traditional idea that natural resources are renewable began the century at 10% followed
by forty years of significant gains that ended in a spike of 80% during the 1950s. The
drastic nature of this increase was mirrored in the equally extreme drop to 0% traditional
treatment of renewable resources in the 1960s. Never again would the traditional view
rise above 10% treatment.
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Figure 33. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Natural Resources

While traditional characteristics exhibited an erratic pattern of boon and bust, the
progressive view displayed a similar more moderated treatment. The progressive view of
natural resources being endangered shadowed the traditional with a notable gain between
the 1930s and the 1940s only to level off at 40% during the 1950s and the 1960s. While
traditional characteristics plummeted to 0% in the 1960s, the progressive view declined at
a more measured rate to 20% in the 1970s and 10% in the 1990s. Progressive and
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traditional sentiments concerning natural resources diverged in the present decade with
the progressive view on the rise at 30% and the traditional view continuing in a slump at
0%.

Trends in Traditional Didacticism
Concerning Ecology
A comparison of traditional characteristics concerning ecology showed that the
presentation of nature’s wonders was a more popular didactic characteristic than the
discussion of natural resources (see figure 34). The first half of the twentieth century saw
a robust treatment of natural wonders fluctuating between 70 and 100 percent. While not
as pronounced, discussion of natural resources showed the strongest presentation during
this same fifty-year period reaching a high of 80% in the 1950s.
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Figure 34. Trends in Traditional Didacticism Concerning Ecology

After the 1950s, traditional treatment of ecology waned to 50%, where it
remained for the next twenty years. During this decline in the traditional portrayal of
nature, the didactic mention of renewable natural resources was almost nonexistent. Ten
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percent of the study books noted nature as renewable in the 1980s and again in the 1990s,
only to be absent again in the first three years of 2000. In contrast, the idea of nature as a
biological wonder again showed prominence in half the study books from the same
decade.

Trends in Progressive Didacticism
Concerning Ecology
A comparison of progressive characteristics concerning ecology showed that
discussion of endangered natural resources was preferred to the presentation of nature as
a spiritual entity (see figure 35). With the exception of the 1920s and the 1950s there was
little connection between these two progressive characteristics. The period between the
1940s and the 1960s signified the strongest portrayal of nature as endangered, varying
between 40 and 50 percent. While this high was followed by a slump to 20% in the
1970s, the idea that nature is endangered continued a moderate showing between 10 and
30 percent into the first three years of 2000.
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Figure 35. Trends in Progressive Didacticism Concerning Ecology
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The progressive view that nature is a spiritual entity showed periods of popularity
nearing midcentury. Beginning in the 1910s, there was a steady increase from 10% to a
30% high in the 1930s and again in the 1950s. Yet, this popularity was never regained.
The next forty-three years showed no more than a 20% gain and two decades where the
study books made no mention of natural spiritism at all.

Comparative Trends in Traditional and Progressive Didacticism
Concerning Controversial Issues
Traditional and progressive didactic characteristics concerning controversial
issues involved divorce, prejudice, violence, and physical intimacy. In regard to divorce,
both traditional and progressive views displayed little treatment from the 1900s to the
1950s (see figure 36). Only 10% of the books studied from this fifty-year period
mentioned divorce as rare or normal.
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Figure 36. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Divorce
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Beginning in the 1960s there was a sharp increase in the progressive portrayal of
divorce as normal, reaching a high of 30% in the 1980s. This progressive dominance was
short-lived with a significant decrease over the next thirteen years to 0% in the present
decade.
In regard to prejudice, the progressive view that prejudice is normal characterized
the twentieth century (see figure 37). Traditional treatment of prejudice as rare never
exceeded 10% and was not discussed in six out of ten decades.
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Figure 37. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Prejudice

While progressive treatment of prejudice experienced decline from 70% in the
1900s to 30% in the first three years of 2000, this decline was tempered by frequent
upswings between decades. The most significant decline occurred in the 1980s when the
progressive view hit 20% coming within ten percentage points of the traditional view.
Yet another upswing in the 1990s to 50% offset this decline.
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In regard to violence, the progressive view that violence is normal eclipsed the
traditional view that violence is rare (see figure 38). These two didactic characteristics
inverted briefly during the 1930s with the traditional portrayal at 40% and the progressive
interpretation in sharp decline ending at 10%. The traditional discussion concerning the
rarity of violence never again exceeded 20%.
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Figure 38. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Violence

The dominance of the progressive view of violence as normal was marked by
three significant increases. The first occurred in the 1920s with 60% of the study books
exhibiting this didactic characteristic. The next substantial increase came in the 1970s
producing a historical high of 70%. Again in the 1990s violence progressively portrayed
as normal repeated the 1920s peak of 60%.
In regard to physical intimacy, the traditional and progressive views were closely
linked throughout the twentieth century (see figure 39). Beginning in the 1900s, the
traditional view that physical intimacy is an act of commitment showed a pattern of
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increase followed closely by the progressive view that intimacy is a means of exploration.
These two opposing didactic characteristics first intersected in the 1920s. Thereafter,
traditional and progressive views met again at twenty-year intervals in both the 1940s and
the 1960s.
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Figure 39. Comparative Trends in Didacticism Concerning Physical Intimacy

While both traditional and progressive views of intimacy showed similar patterns
of growth and wane, the dominance of these characteristics reversed after midcentury.
Until the 1960s traditional views of committed intimacy maintained a slight edge over the
progressive view of experiential intimacy. However, by the 1970s progressive views
superseded traditional views, a trend that continued into the present decade.

Trends in Traditional Didacticism
Concerning Controversial Issues
A comparison of traditional characteristics concerning controversial issues
showed a propensity to discuss the rarity of violence and the commitment involved in
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physical intimacy (see figure 40). Issues such as divorce and prejudice did not exceed a
minimal portrayal of 10% throughout the twentieth century.
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Figure 40. Trends in Traditional Didacticism Concerning Controversial Issues

The traditional emphasis on the rarity of violence and committed intimate
relationships demonstrated several repeated tendencies. During the decades of 1910 and
1960 these characteristics were linked at a secondary high of 20%. In the 1900s and again
in the present decade, the presentation of violence as rare reached 20% while traditional
discussion of intimacy lagged at 10%. The height of these two traditional characteristics
occurred in the 1930s when the rarity of violence was presented at 40% and the
commitment necessary for intimate relations was discussed in 30% of the studied books.

Trends in Progressive Didacticism
Concerning Controversial Issues
A comparison of progressive characteristics concerning controversial issues
revealed a tendency to discuss the normalcy of prejudice and violence (see figure 41).
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Issues such as divorce and physical intimacy prior to the 1960s had a minimal showing
fluctuating between 20% and no treatment at all. The last half of the century
demonstrated a sustained frequency in the portrayal of divorce and intimacy fluctuating
between 10 and 30 percent.
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Figure 41. Trends in Progressive Didacticism Concerning Controversial Issues

The proliferation of progressive discussion of violence and prejudice provided
discernable trends. The progressive view of prejudice began the century at a 70% high
that repeated at twenty-year intervals in the 1920s and again in the 1940s. While
midcentury showed a varied decline, the idea of prejudice as normal still maintained
strength varying between 20 and 50 percent. Likewise, the progressive view of the
normalcy of violence grew as the twentieth century drew to a close, fluctuating between
50 and 70 percent from the 1960s to the 1990s.

Conclusion
The purpose of this analysis was to identify trends in didactic children’s literature
from the twentieth century to the present as influenced by secular educational philosophy.
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This selective trend analysis showed a correlation between progressive educational
ideology and trends in children’s literature from the twentieth century to the present.
A comparison of traditional and progressive didactic characteristics showed the
frequency of didactic characteristics in popular literature has declined. However, the
decline in traditional characteristics was more significant than the decline of progressive
didactic characteristics concerning perception of society, culture, religion, family,
ecology, and controversial issues. Traditional characteristics displayed a decisive pattern
of decline in contrast to progressive characteristics that demonstrated an irregular pattern
of growth and wane that normalized to a minimal hundred-year variation of only tenpercentage points between the 1900s and the present decade. Both traditional and
progressive characteristics intersected in the 1960s with traditional characteristics on a
sharp decline and progressive characteristics on a rapid upswing. The dominance of
progressive didacticism over traditional didacticism continued for forty years from 1960
to 2000.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Summary of Research Problems and Methods
The purpose of this analysis was to identify trends in didactic children’s literature
from the twentieth century to the present as influenced by secular educational philosophy.
The review of historical sources and current professional literature revealed the modern
understanding of didacticism. A trend analysis was performed to broaden the current
body of knowledge that heretofore did not conclusively specify how secular educational
philosophy has influenced children’s literature throughout the twentieth century to the
present. This trend analysis studied select books to answer these research questions:
1. What do these books imply about society and culture?
2. How do these books describe religion?
3. What do these books teach children about gender, family, and ecology?
4. How do these books present controversial issues?
A comparison of traditional and progressive didactic characteristics showed the
frequency of didactic characteristics in popular literature has declined. However, the
decline in traditional characteristics was more significant than the decline of progressive
didactic characteristics concerning perception of society, culture, religion, family,
ecology, and controversial issues. Traditional characteristics displayed a decisive pattern
of decline in contrast to progressive characteristics that demonstrated an irregular pattern
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of growth and wane that normalized to a minimal hundred-year variation of only ten
percentage points between the 1900s and the present decade. Both traditional and
progressive characteristics intersected in the 1960s with traditional characteristics on a
sharp decline and progressive characteristics on a rapid upswing. The dominance of
progressive didacticism over traditional didacticism continued for forty years from 1960
to the present.

Interpretation of Results
Overview
Didacticism has changed from a moral teaching method popularized by the
Puritans to a medium for sociopolitical dogma. This study showed a correlation between
progressive educational philosophy and trends in children’s literature regarding society
and culture, religion, gender and family, ecology, and controversial issues in books from
1900 to 2003. Beginning in 1960, progressivism exerted dominance in didactically
teaching children through popular literature.
Throughout the twentieth century, progressive didacticism has emphasized moral
relativism, behavioral autonomy, and global citizenship. Therefore, this study rejected the
common notion that old books or classics are “safe.” Every book must be analyzed on its
own philosophical merits whether it was published in 2001 or 1901.

Society and Culture
This analysis confirmed that progressivism is a considerable ideological force in
conveying to children a perception of society and culture. Children in the modern era
were didactically taught that industrialization is undesirable. Since 1990 there has been a
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marked rise in this didactic characteristic that mimics the modern fad to return to
“simplicity” and a natural lifestyle. This emphasis on simplification and serenity are
hallmarks of New Age philosophy where freeing the mind, spirit, and body from reality is
preferable to seeking technology or progress. In the article “Christ in a New Age,” Russ
Wise describes New Age philosophy: “The New Age Movement has become an umbrella
term for the rising interest in the occult in our day. Within occult circles the Movement is
perhaps better known as the Aquarian Age, the Human Potential Movement, the Holistic
Health Movement, or simply Cosmic Humanism. In all of these systems, human beings
are seen as free to do their own thing without any accountability to anyone or anything
beyond themselves” ([2002] 2005). John Dunphy in his article “A Religion for a New
Age” relates New Age humanism to the classroom.
I am convinced that the battle for humankind's future must be waged and won in
the public school classroom by teachers who correctly perceive their role as the
proselytizers of a new faith: a religion of humanity that recognizes and respects the
spark of what theologians call divinity in every human being. These teachers must
embody the same selfless dedication as the most rabid fundamentalist preachers,
for they will be ministers of another sort, utilizing a classroom instead of a pulpit to
convey humanist values in whatever subject they teach, regardless of the
educational level preschool day care or large state university (1983, 26).
The conveyance of humanistic ideas was central to avowed humanist and signer of the
Humanist Manifesto I John Dewey and progressive education philosophy. Thus,
escalation in the didactic portrayal of industrialization as undesirable in the 1990s
bespeaks both New Age and progressive influence with regard to simplification and the
quest for complete freedom from the corrupting influences of cultural progress.
This study showed that for seventy years children have been told by popular
literature that mankind is corrupt. While Christians view the corruption of man from a
biblical perspective, the progressive mindset perceives the corrupt human spirit from a
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hopeless nihilistic worldview. Consistent with the ideas of John Dewey, this nihilistic
didacticism tells the child reader to seek good for self and others and to “rage against the
societal machine,” to generate virtue out of chaos. Professors Debra Anderson and Robert
Major from Minnesota State University explain Dewey’s perspective: “A person living in
a democracy, he believed, had to cultivate a healthy skepticism, a desire for evidence, a
reliance on observation rather than sentiment, discussion rather than bias, and inquiry
rather than conventional idealization. Dewey would likely have hung in his office a
banner with the words ‘Question Authority’ ” ([2001] 2005, 104). Hence, for more than
half a century children have been influenced by literature steeped in Deweyan ideals that
prompt nihilistic skepticism of mankind and culture.
In regard to culture, this study documented that throughout the twentieth century
children have been told that America is a Christian nation. None of the study books
portrayed America as a secular nation. However, this cultural Christianity contrasts with
a progressive tendency to show America as a racially diverse culture. While these two
cultural traits on the surface appear to have no link, it is necessary to note that while
books presented America as Christian, they also presented America’s citizenry as diverse
in race and religious tradition. Catholics, Jews, African-Americans, Asian-Americans,
and other groups were portrayed as distinct communities that live within the
conglomerate of Christian America while retaining a divergent ethnic culture and custom.
This parallels the progressive mantra of racial and religious equivalency.
According to this progressive ideal, the common good for mankind is to celebrate cultural
diversity. Ideally, each racial or religious entity retains its individuality within the whole
of a nation or global culture.
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Religion
This idea of cultural diversity is similar to the Deweyan ideal of organized
religion. Progressivism views religion as a personal expression of individual moral
autonomy. This study exposed that for one hundred three years popular children’s
literature conveyed the idea that man is both judge and savior of himself. This moral
autonomy is religious humanism. Children growing up between 1900 and 2003, who
have read the preferred books of their era, have fallen under the didactic shadow of
religious humanism.
The progressive emphasis on man’s religious autonomy accounts for the rapid
decline of any traditional didactic discussion of God’s power or triune nature. Rather,
since 1900, children have been subjected to a progressive didactic portrayal of God as a
universal force. Hence, in regard to religion, this trend analysis traced the philosophical
reign of humanism and the didactic subjugation of traditional mention about the God of
the Bible in popular children’s literature.

Gender, Family, and Ecology
This study noted the rise of progressive didactic ideology involving the domestic
and natural environment, particularly in regard to issues of gender, family, and ecology.
In the late twentieth century, children were didactically taught that women are the
dominant gender and that men are reliant on women. This literary trend bespeaks the rise
of women’s suffrage at the beginning of the twentieth century that became a subversive
women’s liberation movement after midcentury.
The progressive shift in the perception of gender roles and relationships parallels
Dewey’s educational methodology and vision for children. According to his pragmatic
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philosophy, all knowledge should be gained experientially (Dewey 1959, 90). Hence,
children should be given as much experiential knowledge as possible so that they can
make an informed choice concerning their future.
Directing a child’s knowledge of what is preferable or normal is the modus
operandi of didacticism. Unfortunately, the late twentieth century not only displayed a
dearth of traditional didacticism concerning gender but also the family. This study traced
the succession in 1980 of the progressive view of the normalcy of a single-parent family
over the traditional view that a father and a mother are a normal family structure. Another
trend this study documented was the appearance in 1980 and again in 1990 of the like
gender family as a normal family structure. The homosexual family in Daddy’s
Roommate and the lesbian family in Heather Has Two Mommies (republished in 1999 to
commemorate its tenth anniversary and enduring popularity) forwarded the progressive
education paradigm that children be presented with various ideas and knowledge so that
they can make their own educated choice about what is normal or a preferred lifestyle.
The prevalence of progressive didacticism did not end with issues of gender or
family structure. This study outlined the influence of progressivism in regard to the
perception of parents and home life. While the traditional view of parents as authorities
remained strong throughout the twentieth century, the progressive idea that parents are
inept and that home life is a source of conflict were equally strong beginning in the
1960s. The idea that parents are dominant in the home, but are failing in their roles thus
creating a home life of conflict, meshed with the progressive view that mankind is
nihilistically corrupt. This progressive view coincided with the modern perception that
children represent hope in the midst of an uncertain future. Books expressing this
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progressive perspective of parents and home life taught children to regard their parents
with contempt and transcend their upbringing to choose a new lifestyle expressing their
unique individuality in the domestic environment.
Beside the domestic environment of gender and family, progressivism was
present in issues regarding the natural environment. While the study books showed that
nature was predominantly viewed traditionally as a biological wonder rather than a
spiritual entity, it is interesting to note that in 1960 the idea that nature is endangered took
hold. For the last forty years children were led to believe that natural resources are in
jeopardy. This didactically prompted children to act in accordance with progressive
values by seeking more experiential knowledge about ecology and then choosing a course
of action involving conservation.

Controversial Issues
The progressive desire to build a child’s awareness of issues such as ecology was
also present in other controversial issues. After the 1960s, progressivism showed didactic
dominance in regard to divorce, prejudice, violence, and physical intimacy. In the last
forty years, children were told that divorce, prejudice, and violence are normal and that
physical intimacy is a matter of exploration. This shocking trend heralded the ideas of
Dewey in which he advocated that education represent real life and help children
understand and act as a group to solve societal dilemmas (Dewey 1966, 31).
This experiential educational framework, replicated in literature for children,
encouraged children to understand society, culture, religion, gender, family, and
controversial issues from a secular humanistic perspective. Secular educational
philosophy exerted humanistic influence on children’s literature by using the vicarious
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experience inherent to the reading process to advocate relativistic tolerance of
controversial social and cultural issues. Hence, this trend analysis showed a correlation
between progressive educational ideology and trends in children’s literature from the
twentieth century to the present and answered the questions concerning what modern
literature is didactically teaching children from a progressive perspective in regard to
society and culture, religion, gender and family, ecology, and controversial issues.

Implications
The dominance of progressive didacticism in literature over the last forty years is
of particular import to Christian colleges and universities involved in teacher training and
Christian schools around the country in regard to library policy, administrative
leadership, classroom libraries, and developing parents’ literary awareness.
This study confirms the need for Christian colleges and universities to offer
training in children’s literature that goes beyond a one-semester survey of children’s
literature. Education forums, summer workshops, and graduate courses must offer
training in identifying secular didacticism in popular literature for children. Specifically,
this training should highlight the rise of progressive didactic literature, trends in
controversial literature, and practical training in literary principles for Christian school
administrators, librarians, and teachers. This training will help transform literature
selection in Christian schools from a matter of preference, to a matter of biblical
principle.
This study reveals the error of Christian school library collection policies that
allow for the relatively unrestricted purchase of popular literature. In an effort to avoid
the stigma of censorship, school libraries often enact a moderate position where library
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staff can purchase questionable materials with the understanding that the school
disclaimer be prominently posted in the front of each book. Disclaimers such as, “This
book does not necessarily represent the stand or position of ______ Christian school . . .”
mask a philosophical unwillingness to make a moral judgment of children’s books in
their collection.
Christian schools must amend their library purchasing and collection policies to
reflect a stalwart willingness to characterize and judge the books in their collection. This
involves moving the standard school disclaimer to the back and putting in a condensed
fact sheet in the front of each book (see figure 42).

Title: San Souci Treasure

Acquisition Date: 10/15/04

Summary: The Dauphin Island boys discover buried treasure under their summer
cabin. The boys learn the history of the island and how to depend on each
other.
Theme: Adventure/Courage
Concerns:
 Minced oaths throughout
 One romantic encounter on pg. 72
 Emphasis on independence from parents

Figure 42. Sample Fact Sheet for Children’s Books

Characterizing and judging the content of children’s books will take extra effort.
Christian librarians must amend their processing policies for new books and those already
in the juvenile collection. A reasonable estimate for the implementation of this necessary
policy change for an average Christian school library of 2,000 volumes and two paid staff
would be about four years. While time and effort are a consideration, the benefits of the
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fact sheet are inestimable. Helping teachers and parents make an informed literary choice
for their children far outweighs the expenditure of time and money.
This study controverts the notion that administrators do not have to supervise the
literature that librarians or teachers select. Administrators who rely on the expertise or
college training of their staff or teachers are giving opportunity for progressivism to
infiltrate the school through the popular literature that librarians or teachers select for
their children. Administrators must take an active role in scrutinizing the juvenile
literature that is in the library and in the classroom.
To develop a proactive role, administrators must first become familiar with
current didactic trends and controversial literature. This knowledge will help
administrators guide literary conversations with teachers, staff, or parents away from
opinion to a discussion of fact and content. Next, administrators must provide teacher inservice training that provides current information on secular trends, controversial books,
and biblical precepts for proper book selection. This will develop literary discernment in
those selecting books for children. On a more frequent basis, administrators should allow
time for a “book highlight” in teacher/staff meetings. Finally, administrators should
encourage a “book buddy-system” where co-teachers evaluate books for each other a
week in advance of their introduction in class. These steps involving administrative
leadership will strengthen the Christian schools’ stand against secularism in the books
that children read.
This study exposes the fallacious idea that teachers and parents should without
reservation allow students to read according to their own taste or for the unencumbered
improvement of their reading skills. Students need continual guidance in their literary
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selection and reading skill development. This need for student guidance perpetuates two
areas of particular concern in Christian schools. First, schools that encourage teachers to
have their own classroom library or collection of books should monitor how teachers and
parents fill that collection. Teachers who have a rotating supply of books for their
classroom library augmented by those checked out from the public library should be
cautioned. Often the time constraints of teaching do not allow a careful analysis of the
didactic characteristics of books selected from the public library. Also, parents in the
lower elementary are often kindly disposed to want to help bolster the classroom library
collection. Without well-planned and articulated classroom library policies that reflect
administrative guidance, teachers will confuse parents who wish to donate books their
children enjoy but the teacher rejects.
Another concern for Christian schools in regard to children’s books is the
partnership between the school and area businesses that promote reading contests.
Organized community reading contests often advocate popular books or provide a
reading list from which to choose. With the dominance of progressive didactic
characteristics in popular literature, a Christian school must not affiliate with reading
contests that popularize books promoting secular ideals.
Reading contests are a faulty concept. The emphasis should be on quality
literature and quality reading skills, not on how much literature can be read quickly. Yet,
if Christian schools require a reading contest to motivate parents and students to read at
home, then it is essential that the reading contest be organized and conducted by the
school. Such a program should utilize the school library and books that already have been
perused and notated with the aforementioned fact sheet. This policy will allow parents to
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become more familiar with the school’s juvenile holdings and ensure that students are not
reading detrimental popular literature.
This study suggests the need for parents to develop literary awareness. Often
parents’ knowledge of children’s literature extends only to the displays at the local
bookseller. This analysis notes the prevalence of progressive didacticism in popular
literature, the same popular literature that would be the juvenile mainstay at an area
bookstore.
Christian schools can play an important role in helping parents develop literary
awareness and a biblical criterion for selecting literature for their children. In the lower
elementary grades, when literacy is the focus of the curriculum, teachers should highlight
quality, character-building literature. This should begin at the first parent-teacher meeting
when teachers explain the education program and the focus of the reading curriculum.
Giving parents an example of the stories their child will be reading in class will set the
tone for further discussion of quality children’s books parents can share with their
children at home.
Administrators can reinforce teachers’ reading and literary emphasis. Many
Christian schools have a monthly school paper that keeps parents informed of school
events. A beneficial addition to such a newspaper would be a short section where the
administrator discusses and highlights the qualities of a particular book or group of
books. This will not only provoke parents to use more discernment at the local bookstore
and bolster home libraries but will ultimately strengthen the biblical literary interaction
between parents and children.
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This analysis identified trends in didactic children’s literature from the twentieth
century to the present that call for action on the part of Christian colleges and universities
involved in teacher training and Christian schools around the country. The dominance of
progressive didacticism in literature over the last forty years makes changes in library
policy, administrative leadership, classroom libraries, and parents’ literary awareness
mandatory.
Topics for Further Study
This trend analysis offers several opportunities for further research. While this
analysis specifically focused on popular American literature, a study exploring Canadian
and Latin American fictional literature would be profitable because of the cultural fusion
present in the northern and southern boundaries of the United States. Such a study could
provide insight as to the influence of progressivism in the Western Hemisphere.
A similar study of progressivism in other genres of children’s literature is
needful. This study was limited to popular realistic fiction. A study of progressivism and
poetry could highlight the influence of language and word choice on didactic content. A
study of historical fiction for children could identify if progressivism has influenced the
didactic presentation and interpretation of historical events. Study of folktales and myths
could note the influences of political progressivism on the formation of nationalistic
sentiment in children. Finally, analysis of picture books could reveal how illustration and
text didactically transmit progressivism to children from the cradle to kindergarten.
Further study of the didactic process in regard to story elements is crucial. A
study of progressivism present in characterization, style, language, plot, or theme would
aid the recognition of bias in children’s books. Analysis of which elements are more
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prone to didacticism would build awareness in adults of how the elements of story can
manipulate a child reader.

Conclusion
Didacticism has changed from a moral teaching method popularized by the
Puritans to a medium for sociopolitical dogma. This study showed a correlation between
progressive educational philosophy and trends in children’s literature regarding society
and culture, religion, gender and family, ecology, and controversial issues in books from
1900 to 2003. Beginning in 1960, progressivism exerted dominance in didactically
teaching children through popular literature.
The dominance of progressive didacticism in children’s literature over the last
forty years should provoke Christian colleges and universities involved in teacher
training and Christian schools around the country to meet the biblical mandate of
Philippians 4:8, “Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are
honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are
lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if there be any
praise, think on these things.” To meet this obligation and counter the rise of literary
progressivism, Christian schools must change their library policies, provide
administrative leadership, supervise classroom libraries, and help parents develop literary
awareness.
Children’s literature is a vital part of Christian education. Yet, modern children’s
literature is rife with secular philosophy, making it more difficult for teachers to select
skillfully books that support the traditional Judeo-Christian values at the core of Christian
education. This study controverts the traditional notion that old books or classics are
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“safe.” Every book must be analyzed on its own philosophical merits whether it was
published in 1903 or 2003. Hence, as the Christian school movement thrives in the
diversity of the American education system, this study heralds steadfast commitment to
traditional, biblical values in the area of literature selection. Literature can have a
profound effect on a child. Christians must determine what that didactic influence will be.
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APPENDIX A
DOCUMENT ANALYSIS
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Document Analysis
Title: ____________________________________

Publication Date: _________

Author: __________________________________

Award: _________________

Anthology/Book List: ______________________

Recognition Date: ________

Didactic Characteristic

Treated

Society
Industrialization as desirable
Industrialization as undesirable
Mankind as good
Mankind as corrupt
Culture
America as a Christian nation
America as a secular nation
America as cohesive ethnic melting pot
America as diverse multiethnic nation
Religion
God as judge
Man as judge for himself
Christ as Savior
Man as savior of himself
God as powerful
God as inept
God as triune being
God as universal force
Gender
Men as dominant in traditional roles
Woman as dominant in nontraditional roles
Men as reliant on women
Woman as subservient to men
Family
Parent structure as mother and father
Parent structure as single mother or father
Parent structure as two of like gender
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Not Treated

Parent structure as legal guardian
Parents as authorities
Parents as equals
Parents as knowledgeable
Parents as inept
Home life as a source of comfort
Home life as a source of conflict
Ecology
Nature as biological wonder
Nature as spiritual entity
Nature as renewable
Nature as endangered
Controversial Issues
Divorce as rare
Divorce as normal
Prejudice as rare
Prejudice as normal
Violence as rare
Violence as normal
Physical intimacy as an act of commitment
Physical intimacy as an act of exploration
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APPENDIX B
RESOURCES USED IN POPULARITY AND CONTENT RESEARCH
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To answer objectively and completely the specified research questions for books
prior to the twenty-first century, this trend analysis comprised books chosen for their
historical significance as noted by literary experts in these anthologies and professional
materials essential for teacher training. Each resource is abbreviated and listed with the
corresponding book selection in appendix C.
Adams, Bess. 1953. About books and children: Historical survey of children’s literature.
New York: Holt.
Berger, Laura, ed. 1995. Twentieth century children’s writers. New York: St. Martin’s
Press.
Darigan, Daniel, Michael Tunnell, and James Jacobs. 2002. Children’s literature:
Engaging teachers and children in good books. Upper Saddle River, NJ:
Prentice-Hall.
Doyle, Brian, ed. 1968. The who’s who of children’s literature. New York: Schocken.
Field, Walter. 1928. A guide to literature for children. New York: Ginn.
Gardner, Emelyn, and Eloise Ramsay. 1927. A handbook of children’s literature:
Methods and materials. New York: Scott Foresman.
Huck, Charlotte, Susan Hepler, Janet Hickman, and Barbara Kiefer. 2004. Children’s
literature in the elementary school. New York: McGraw Hill.
Hunt, Peter, ed. 1995. Children’s literature: An illustrated history. New York: Oxford
University Press.
Lynch-Brown, Carol, and Carl Tomlinson. 1999. Essentials of children’s literature.
Boston: Allyn Bacon.
Meigs, Cornelia, Anne Eaton, Elizabeth Nesbitt, and Ruth Viguers. 1969. A critical
history of children’s literature: A survey of children’s books in English from
earliest times to the present, prepared in four parts. London: Macmillan.
Moore, Anne. 1934. Literature old and new for children: Materials for a college
course. New York: Houghton Mifflin.
Rudman, Masha. 1995. Children’s literature: An issues approach. New York: Longman.
Russell, David. 1997. Literature for children. New York: Longman.
Sadker, Myra, and David Sadker. 1977. Now upon a time: A contemporary view of
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children’s literature. New York: Harper Row.
Silvey, Anita, ed. 1995. Children’s books and their creators. New York: Houghton
Mifflin.
Smith, Dora. 1963. Fifty years of children's books 1910-1960: Trends, backgrounds, and
influences. Champaign, IL: National Council of Teachers of English.
Temple, Charles, Miriam Martinez, Junko Yokota, and Alice Naylor. 2002. Children’s
books in children’s hands: An introduction to their literature. Boston: Allyn &
Bacon.
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APPENDIX C
CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF RESEARCH DOCUMENTS
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Popularity and content research isolated ten books from each decade beginning in
the twentieth century and concluding with the beginning of the twenty-first century for
this trend analysis. Popularity research for books prior to the twenty-first century was
conducted using anthologies and professional materials essential for teacher training. The
selection of books from the present was taken from the recommended 2000-2003 reading
lists of the American Library Association (ALA) and the International Reading
Association (IRA). Each resource is abbreviated and listed with the corresponding book
under the “source” section.

TABLE A1
RESEARCH DOCUMENTS USED IN STUDY
Date
1900
1900
1902
1903
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1910
1910
1912
1912
1912
1913
1914
1917
1918
1918
1920
1920
1920
1921
1924

Book

Author

Source

A Debt of Honor
Polly’s Secret
Lovey Mary
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
The Rule of Three
The Armstrongs
A Borrowed Sister
The Young Trailers
The Story of Red Feather
A Girl of the Limberlost

Alger, Horatio
Nash, Harriet
Rice, Alice
Wiggin, Kate
Coolidge, Susan
Richards, Laura
White, Eliza
Altsheler, Joseph
Ellis, Edward
Porter, Gene

Berger
Field
Smith
Russell
Berger
Berger
Meigs
Smith
Doyle
Berger

Making His Way: Frank Courtney’s Struggle Upward
Little Aliens
The Poor Little Rich Girl
With the Indians in the Rockies
Daddy-Long-Legs
Pollyanna
Penrod
Understood Betsy
The Little House in the Woods
The Blue Aunt

Alger, Horatio
Kelly, Myra
Gates, Eleanor
Schultz, James
Webster, Jean
Porter, Eleanor
Tarkington, Booth
Fisher, Dorothy
Hunt, Clara
White, Eliza

Berger
Gardner
Hunt
Smith
Silvey
Doyle
Hunt
Huck
Moore
Meigs

Mary Marie
Brite and Fair
Black-Eyed Susan
Down the Big River

Porter, Eleanor
Shute, Henry
Phillips, Ethel
Meader, Stephen

Berger
Gardner
Field
Berger
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1926
1927
1927
1928
1928
1929
1930
1931
1933
1934
1935
1936
1936
1938
1938
1938
1939
1940
1940
1942

Becky Landers, Frontier Warrior
Meredith’s Ann: An Out-of-Doors Story for Girls
Downright Dency
Polly Patchwork
The Runaway Papoose
The Jumping-Off Place

Skinner, Constance
Vining, Elizabeth
Snedeker, Caroline
Field, Rachel
Moon, Grace
McNeely, Marian

Smith
Silvey
Russell
Moore
Lynch
Lynch

Waterless Mountain
Jane Hope
Down, Down the Mountain
Caddie Woodlawn: A Frontier Story

Armer, Laura
Vining, Elizabeth
Credle, Ellis
Brink, Carol
DeAngeli,
Marguerite
Sawyer, Ruth
Enright, Elizabeth
Means, Florence
Sperry, Armstrong
Dalgliesh, Alice

Russell
Berger
Smith
Sadker

Gates, Doris
Meader, Stephen
Coatsworth,
Elizabeth
Clark, Ann
Estes, Eleanor
Lenski, Lois
Jackson, Jesse
Means, Florence
Barnes, Nancy
De Angeli,
Marguerite

Russell
Berger

New Friends for Susan
Ladycake Farm
…And Now Miguel
The Golden Name Day
Navajo Sister
Miracles on Maple Hill
Time of Wonder
Gone Away Lake
Mary Jane
My Side of the Mountain

Uchida, Yoshiko
Hunt, Mabel
Krumgold, Joseph
Lindquist, Jennie
Lampman, Evelyn
Sorensen, Virginia
McCloskey, Robert
Enright, Elizabeth
Sterling, Dorothy
George, Jean

Berger
Berger
Temple
Lynch
Sadker
Russell
Smith
Sadker
Sadker
Temple

Harriet the Spy
The Empty Schoolhouse
Queenie Peavy
Up a Road Slowly
How Many Miles to Babylon?
Zeely
From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler
The Nitty Gritty
Tessie
I’ll get there. It better be worth the trip.

Fitzhugh, Louise
Carlson, Natalie
Burch, Robert
Hunt, Irene
Fox, Paula
Hamilton, Virginia
Konigsburg, Elaine
Bonham, Frank
Jackson, Jesse
Donovan, John

Darigan
Sadker
Temple
Sadker
Lynch
Rudman
Russell
Russell
Sadker
Huck

Henner’s Lydia
Roller Skates
Thimble Summer
Shuttered Windows
Little Eagle, A Navajo Boy
The Young Aunts
Blue Willow
Shadow in the Pines

1943

Thief Island

1943
1944
1945
1945
1945
1946

Little Navajo Bluebird
The Hundred Dresses
Strawberry Girl
Call Me Charley
The Moved-Outers
The Wonderful Year

1946

Bright April

1950
1951
1952
1953
1955
1956
1956
1957
1957
1959
1959
1960
1964
1965
1966
1966
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1970
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Smith
Rudman
Temple
Sadker
Adams
Berger

Berger
Smith
Temple
Huck
Russell
Lynch
Lynch
Sadker

1970

Are You There, God? It’s Me, Margaret

1970

Grover

1972
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1978
1978
1980
1980
1980
1982
1983
1984
1986
1986
1986
1989
1989
1990
1990
1990
1990
1991
1992
1994
1994
1995
1999
1999
2000
2000
2000
2001
2001
2001
2002
2002
2003
2003
2003

Temple

A Month of Sundays
Mom, the Wolf Man and Me
The 18th Emergency
M.C. Higgins, The Great
Shoeshine Girl
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry
The Great Gilly Hopkins
The Best Time of Day

Blume, Judy
Cleaver,
Vera/William
Blue, Rose
Klein, Norma
Byars, Betsy
Hamilton, Virginia
Bulla, Clyde
Taylor, Mildred
Paterson, Katherine
Flournoy, Valerie

Jacob Have I Loved
Daddy is a Monster…Sometimes
Dicey’s Song
Dear Mr. Henshaw
DeDe Takes Charge
On My Honor
A Fine White Dust
Justin and the Best Biscuits in the World
After Fifth Grade, the World!
Heather Has Two Mommies

Paterson, Katherine
Steptoe, John
Voigt, Cynthia
Cleary, Beverly
Hurwitz, Johanna
Bauer, Marion
Rylant, Cynthia
Walter, Mildred
Mills, Claudia
Newman, Leslea

Huck
Russell
Lynch
Temple
Rudman
Darigan
Lynch
Rudman
Rudman
Rudman

Maniac Magee
Just a Dream
Daddy’s Roommate
Tar Beach
Missing May
Smoky Night
Scooter
What Jamie Saw
When Sophie Gets Angry
Bud, Not Buddy

Spinelli, Jerry
Van Allsburg, Chris
Willhoite, Michael
Ringgold, Faith
Rylant, Cynthia
Bunting, Eve
Williams, Vera
Coman, Carolyn
Bang, Molly
Curtis, Christopher

Darigan
Temple
Temple
Lynch
Lynch
Darigan
Temple
Lynch
Huck
Darigan

The Raft
Surviving Brick Johnson
The Hickory Chair
Mr. Lincoln’s Way
The Other Side
Pictures of Hollis Woods
Surviving the Applewhites
Granny Torrelli Makes Soup
Olive’s Ocean
My Name is Yoon

LaMarche, Jim
Myers, Laurie
Fraustino, Lisa
Polacco, Patricia
Woodson, Jacqueline
Giff, Patricia
Tolan, Stephanie
Creech, Sharon
Henkes, Kevin
Recovits, Helen

IRA
ALA
IRA
IRA
IRA
IRA
ALA
ALA
ALA
ALA
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Rudman
Sadker
Lynch
Lynch
Temple
Sadker
Temple
Darigan
Rudman
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1900
Alger, Horatio. 1900. A debt of honor: The story of Gerald Lane’s success in the West.
New York: A. L. Burt.
Altsheler, Joseph. 1907. The young trailers: A story of early Kentucky. New York:
Appleton.
Coolidge, Susan. 1904. The rule of three. Philadelphia: Henry Altemus.
Ellis, Edward. 1908. The story of Red Feather. New York: McLoughlin Bros.
Nash, Harriet. 1902. Polly’s secret. Boston: Little, Brown & Co.
Porter, Gene. 1909. A girl of the Limberlost. New York: Doubleday.
Rice, Alice. 1903. Lovey Mary. New York: Century.
Richards, Laura. 1905. The Armstrongs. Boston: Dana Estes.
White, Eliza. 1906. A borrowed sister. New York: Houghton Mifflin.
Wiggin, Kate. 1903. Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. New York: Houghton Mifflin.

TABLE A2
DIDACTIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE 1900s
Didactic Characteristic

Treated

Not Treated

Industrialization as desirable

80%

20%

Industrialization as undesirable

50%

50%

Mankind as good

60%

40%

Mankind as corrupt

70%

30%

America as a Christian nation

90%

10%

America as a secular nation

0%

100%

America as cohesive ethnic melting pot

30%

70%

America as diverse multiethnic nation

20%

80%

Society

Culture
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Religion
God as judge

50%

50%

Man as judge for himself

100%

0%

Christ as Savior

0%

100%

Man as savior of himself

90%

10%

God as powerful

70%

30%

God as inept

0%

100%

God as triune being

60%

40%

God as universal unnamed force

90%

10%

Men as dominant in traditional roles

80%

20%

Woman as dominant in nontraditional roles

30%

70%

Men as reliant on women

50%

50%

Woman as subservient to men

50%

50%

Parent structure as mother and father

90%

10%

Parent structure as single mother or father

80%

20%

Parent structure as two of like gender

0%

100%

Parent structure as legal guardian

60%

40%

Parents as authorities

60%

40%

Parents as equals

30%

70%

Parents as knowledgeable

60%

40%

Parents as inept

80%

20%

Home life as a source of comfort

70%

30%

Home life as a source of conflict

50%

50%

Nature as biological wonder

90%

10%

Nature as spiritual entity

0%

100%

Nature as renewable

10%

90%

Nature as endangered

30%

70%

Divorce as rare

0%

100%

Divorce as normal

0%

100%

Prejudice as rare

0%

100%

Prejudice as normal

70%

30%

Gender

Family

Ecology

Controversial Issues

140

Violence as rare

20%

80%

Violence as normal

40%

60%

Physical intimacy as an act of commitment

10%

90%

Physical intimacy as an act of exploration

0%

100%
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1910
Alger, Horatio. 1910. Making his way: Frank Courtney’s struggle upward. New York:
New York Book.
Fisher, Dorothy. 1917. Understood Betsy. New York: Holt.
Gates, Eleanor. 1912. The poor little rich girl. New York: Duffield.
Hunt, Clara. 1918. The little house in the woods. New York: Houghton Mifflin.
Kelly, Myra. 1910. Little aliens. New York: Scribner.
Porter, Eleanor. 1913. Pollyanna. Boston: Page & London.
Schultz, James. 1912. With the Indians in the Rockies. New York: Houghton Mifflin.
Tarkington, Booth. 1914. Penrod. New York: Doubleday.
Webster, Jean. 1912. Daddy-Long-Legs. New York: Century.
White, Eliza. 1918. The blue aunt. New York: Houghton Mifflin.

TABLE A3
DIDACTIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE 1910s
Didactic Characteristic

Treated

Not Treated

Industrialization as desirable

50%

50%

Industrialization as undesirable

40%

60%

Mankind as good

50%

50%

Mankind as corrupt

60%

40%

America as a Christian nation

70%

30%

America as a secular nation

0%

100%

America as cohesive ethnic melting pot

10%

90%

America as diverse multiethnic nation

30%

70%

Society

Culture
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Religion
God as judge

0%

100%

100%

0%

Christ as Savior

0%

100%

Man as savior of himself

80%

20%

God as powerful

60%

40%

God as inept

20%

80%

God as triune being

0%

100%

God as universal unnamed force

30%

70%

Men as dominant in traditional roles

80%

20%

Woman as dominant in nontraditional roles

30%

70%

Men as reliant on women

40%

60%

Woman as subservient to men

20%

80%

Parent structure as mother and father

80%

20%

Parent structure as single mother or father

40%

60%

Parent structure as two of like gender

0%

100%

Parent structure as legal guardian

60%

40%

Parents as authorities

80%

20%

Parents as equals

10%

90%

Parents as knowledgeable

40%

60%

Parents as inept

80%

20%

Home life as a source of comfort

50%

50%

Home life as a source of conflict

50%

50%

Nature as biological wonder

70%

30%

Nature as spiritual entity

10%

90%

Nature as renewable

10%

90%

Nature as endangered

20%

80%

Divorce as rare

10%

90%

Divorce as normal

0%

100%

Prejudice as rare

10%

90%

Prejudice as normal

60%

40%

Violence as rare

20%

80%

Violence as normal

30%

70%

Man as judge for himself

Gender

Family

Ecology

Controversial Issues
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Physical intimacy as an act of commitment

20%

80%

Physical intimacy as an act of exploration

0%

100%
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1920

Field, Rachel. 1928. Polly Patchwork. New York: Doubleday.
McNeely, Marian. 1929. The jumping-off place. New York: Longman.
Meader, Stephen. 1924. Down the big river. New York: Harcourt Brace.
Moon, Grace. 1928. The runaway papoose. New York: Doubleday.
Phillips, Ethel. 1921. Black-Eyed Susan. New York: Houghton Mifflin.
Porter, Eleanor. 1920. Mary Marie. New York: Houghton Mifflin.
Shute, Henry. 1920. Brite and fair. New York: Cosmopolitan.
Skinner, Constance. 1926. Becky Landers, frontier warrior. New York: Macmillan.
Snedeker, Caroline. 1927. Downright Dency. New York: Doubleday.
Vining, Elizabeth. 1927. Meredith’s Ann: An out-of-doors story for girls. New York:
Doubleday.

TABLE A4
DIDACTIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE 1920s
Didactic Characteristic

Treated

Not Treated

Industrialization as desirable

60%

40%

Industrialization as undesirable

60%

40%

Mankind as good

60%

40%

Mankind as corrupt

80%

20%

America as a Christian nation

80%

20%

America as a secular nation

0%

100%

America as cohesive ethnic melting pot

0%

100%

America as diverse multiethnic nation

50%

50%

Society

Culture
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Religion
God as judge

20%

80%

Man as judge for himself

100%

0%

Christ as Savior

10%

90%

Man as savior of himself

100%

0%

God as powerful

40%

60%

God as inept

0%

100%

God as triune being

40%

60%

God as universal unnamed force

30%

70%

Men as dominant in traditional roles

90%

10%

Woman as dominant in nontraditional roles

20%

80%

Men as reliant on women

20%

80%

Woman as subservient to men

40%

60%

Parent structure as mother and father

80%

20%

Parent structure as single mother or father

60%

40%

Parent structure as two of like gender

0%

100%

Parent structure as legal guardian

60%

40%

Parents as authorities

60%

40%

Parents as equals

10%

90%

Parents as knowledgeable

90%

10%

Parents as inept

50%

50%

Home life as a source of comfort

50%

50%

Home life as a source of conflict

60%

40%

Nature as biological wonder

80%

20%

Nature as spiritual entity

20%

80%

Nature as renewable

30%

70%

Nature as endangered

20%

80%

Divorce as rare

10%

90%

Divorce as normal

10%

90%

Prejudice as rare

10%

90%

Prejudice as normal

70%

30%

Violence as rare

10%

90%

Gender

Family

Ecology

Controversial Issues
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Violence as normal

60%

40%

Physical intimacy as an act of commitment

20%

80%

Physical intimacy as an act of exploration

20%

80%
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1930

Armer, Laura. 1931. Waterless mountain. New York: Longman.
Brink, Carol. 1935. Caddie Woodlawn: A frontier story. New York: Macmillian.
Credle, Ellis. 1934. Down, down the mountain. Chicago: Cadmus.
Dalgliesh, Alice. 1939. The young aunts. New York: Scribner.
DeAngeli, Marguerite. 1936. Henner’s Lydia. New York: Doubleday.
Enright, Elizabeth. 1938. Thimble summer. New York: Farrar & Rinehart.
Means, Florence. 1938. Shuttered windows. New York: Houghton Mifflin.
Sawyer, Ruth. 1936. Roller skates. New York: Viking.
Sperry, Armstrong. 1938. Little Eagle, a Navajo boy. Philadelphia: Winston.
Vining, Elizabeth. 1933. Jane Hope. New York: Viking.

TABLE A5
DIDACTIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE 1930s
Didactic Characteristic

Treated

Not Treated

Industrialization as desirable

70%

30%

Industrialization as undesirable

50%

50%

Mankind as good

90%

10%

Mankind as corrupt

10%

90%

America as a Christian nation

70%

30%

America as a secular nation

0%

100%

America as cohesive ethnic melting pot

40%

60%

America as diverse multiethnic nation

40%

60%

Society

Culture
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Religion
God as judge

20%

80%

Man as judge for himself

100%

0%

Christ as Savior

0%

100%

Man as savior of himself

70%

30%

God as powerful

20%

80%

God as inept

0%

100%

God as triune being

10%

90%

God as universal unnamed force

30%

70%

100%

0%

Woman as dominant in nontraditional roles

0%

100%

Men as reliant on women

10%

90%

Woman as subservient to men

50%

50%

Parent structure as mother and father

90%

10%

Parent structure as single mother or father

40%

60%

Parent structure as two of like gender

0%

100%

Parent structure as legal guardian

20%

80%

Parents as authorities

70%

30%

Parents as equals

20%

80%

Parents as knowledgeable

40%

60%

Parents as inept

70%

30%

Home life as a source of comfort

90%

10%

Home life as a source of conflict

40%

60%

Nature as biological wonder

90%

10%

Nature as spiritual entity

30%

70%

Nature as renewable

30%

70%

Nature as endangered

10%

90%

Divorce as rare

0%

100%

Divorce as normal

0%

100%

Prejudice as rare

0%

100%

Prejudice as normal

50%

50%

Violence as rare

40%

60%

Gender
Men as dominant in traditional roles

Family

Ecology

Controversial Issues
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Violence as normal

10%

90%

Physical intimacy as an act of commitment

30%

70%

Physical intimacy as an act of exploration

0%

100%
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1940

Barnes, Nancy. 1946. The wonderful year. New York: Simon & Schuster.
Clark, Ann. 1943. Little Navajo Bluebird. New York: Viking.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth. 1943. Thief Island. New York: Macmillian.
De Angeli, Marguerite. 1946. Bright April. New York: Doubleday.
Estes, Eleanor. 1944. The hundred dresses. New York: Harcourt Brace.
Gates, Doris. 1940. Blue Willow. New York: Viking.
Jackson, Jesse. 1945. Call me Charley. New York: Harper.
Lenski, Lois. 1945. Strawberry girl. Philadelphia: Lippincott.
Meader, Stephen. 1942. Shadow in the pines. New York: Harcourt Brace.
Means, Florence. 1945. The moved-outers. New York: Houghton Mifflin.

TABLE A6
DIDACTIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE 1940s
Didactic Characteristic

Treated

Not Treated

Industrialization as desirable

70%

30%

Industrialization as undesirable

30%

70%

Mankind as good

40%

60%

Mankind as corrupt

50%

50%

America as a Christian nation

80%

20%

America as a secular nation

0%

100%

America as cohesive ethnic melting pot

40%

60%

America as diverse multiethnic nation

30%

70%

Society

Culture
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Religion
God as judge

0%

100%

100%

0%

0%

100%

Man as savior of himself

100%

0%

God as powerful

60%

40%

God as inept

10%

90%

God as triune being

20%

80%

God as universal unnamed force

20%

80%

100%

0%

Woman as dominant in nontraditional roles

0%

100%

Men as reliant on women

40%

60%

Woman as subservient to men

40%

60%

Parent structure as mother and father

80%

20%

Parent structure as single mother or father

30%

70%

Parent structure as two of like gender

0%

100%

Parent structure as legal guardian

10%

90%

Parents as authorities

90%

10%

Parents as equals

10%

90%

Parents as knowledgeable

90%

10%

Parents as inept

40%

60%

Home life as a source of comfort

70%

30%

Home life as a source of conflict

30%

70%

Nature as biological wonder

90%

10%

Nature as spiritual entity

10%

90%

Nature as renewable

50%

50%

Nature as endangered

50%

50%

Divorce as rare

0%

100%

Divorce as normal

0%

100%

Prejudice as rare

0%

100%

Prejudice as normal

70%

30%

Violence as rare

10%

90%

Man as judge for himself
Christ as Savior

Gender
Men as dominant in traditional roles

Family

Ecology

Controversial Issues

152

Violence as normal

40%

60%

Physical intimacy as an act of commitment

10%

90%

Physical intimacy as an act of exploration

10%

90%
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1950

Enright, Elizabeth. 1957. Gone Away Lake. New York: Harcourt Brace.
George, Jean. 1959. My side of the mountain. New York: Dutton.
Hunt, Mabel. 1952. Ladycake Farm. Philadelphia: Lippincott.
Krumgold, Joseph. 1953. …And now Miguel. New York: Crowell.
Lampman, Evelyn. 1956. Navajo sister. New York: Doubleday.
Lindquist, Jennie. 1955. The golden name day. New York: Harper.
McCloskey, Robert. 1957. Time of wonder. New York: Viking.
Sorensen, Virginia. 1956. Miracles on Maple Hill. New York: Harcourt Brace.
Sterling, Dorothy. 1959. Mary Jane. New York: Doubleday.
Uchida, Yoshiko. 1951. New friends for Susan. New York: Scribner.

TABLE A7
DIDACTIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE 1950s
Didactic Characteristic

Treated

Not Treated

Industrialization as desirable

40%

60%

Industrialization as undesirable

40%

60%

Mankind as good

60%

40%

Mankind as corrupt

60%

40%

100%

0%

America as a secular nation

0%

100%

America as cohesive ethnic melting pot

50%

50%

America as diverse multiethnic nation

70%

30%

Society

Culture
America as a Christian nation
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Religion
God as judge

10%

90%

Man as judge for himself

90%

10%

Christ as Savior

0%

100%

Man as savior of himself

90%

10%

God as powerful

30%

70%

God as inept

0%

100%

God as triune being

0%

100%

God as universal unnamed force

30%

70%

100%

0%

Woman as dominant in nontraditional roles

0%

100%

Men as reliant on women

0%

100%

Woman as subservient to men

10%

90%

Parent structure as mother and father

100%

0%

Parent structure as single mother or father

10%

90%

Parent structure as two of like gender

0%

100%

Parent structure as legal guardian

30%

70%

Parents as authorities

60%

40%

Parents as equals

30%

70%

Parents as knowledgeable

60%

40%

Parents as inept

30%

70%

Home life as a source of comfort

90%

10%

Home life as a source of conflict

50%

50%

Nature as biological wonder

100%

0%

Nature as spiritual entity

30%

70%

Nature as renewable

80%

20%

Nature as endangered

40%

60%

Divorce as rare

10%

90%

Divorce as normal

0%

100%

Prejudice as rare

0%

100%

Prejudice as normal

40%

60%

Violence as rare

0%

100%

Gender
Men as dominant in traditional roles

Family

Ecology

Controversial Issues

155

Violence as normal

20%

80%

Physical intimacy as an act of commitment

10%

90%

Physical intimacy as an act of exploration

0%

100%

156

1960

Bonham, Frank. 1968. The nitty gritty. New York: Dutton.
Burch, Robert. 1966. Queenie Peavy. New York: Viking.
Carlson, Natalie. 1965. The empty schoolhouse. New York: Harper.
Donovan, John. 1969. I’ll get there. It better be worth the trip. New York: Harper.
Fitzhugh, Louise. 1964. Harriet the spy. New York: Harper.
Fox, Paula. 1967. How many miles to Babylon? New York: David White.
Hamilton, Virginia. 1967. Zeely. New York: Macmillian.
Hunt, Irene. 1966. Up a road slowly. Chicago: Follett.
Jackson, Jesse. 1968. Tessie. New York: Harper.
Konigsburg, Elaine. 1967. From the mixed-up files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler. New
York: Atheneum.

TABLE A8
DIDACTIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE 1960s
Didactic Characteristic

Treated

Not Treated

Industrialization as desirable

80%

20%

Industrialization as undesirable

30%

70%

Mankind as good

10%

90%

Mankind as corrupt

90%

10%

America as a Christian nation

70%

30%

America as a secular nation

0%

100%

America as cohesive ethnic melting pot

10%

90%

America as diverse multiethnic nation

80%

20%

Society

Culture
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Religion
God as judge

20%

80%

Man as judge for himself

100%

0%

Christ as Savior

0%

100%

Man as savior of himself

90%

10%

God as powerful

20%

80%

God as inept

10%

90%

God as triune being

0%

100%

God as universal unnamed force

20%

80%

Men as dominant in traditional roles

70%

30%

Woman as dominant in nontraditional roles

30%

70%

Men as reliant on women

10%

90%

Woman as subservient to men

10%

90%

Parent structure as mother and father

80%

20%

Parent structure as single mother or father

60%

40%

Parent structure as two of like gender

0%

100%

Parent structure as legal guardian

40%

60%

Parents as authorities

70%

30%

Parents as equals

20%

80%

Parents as knowledgeable

20%

80%

Parents as inept

90%

10%

Home life as a source of comfort

30%

70%

Home life as a source of conflict

80%

20%

Nature as biological wonder

50%

50%

Nature as spiritual entity

0%

100%

Nature as renewable

0%

100%

Nature as endangered

40%

60%

Divorce as rare

0%

100%

Divorce as normal

20%

80%

Prejudice as rare

0%

100%

Prejudice as normal

60%

40%

Violence as rare

20%

80%

Gender

Family

Ecology

Controversial Issues

158

Violence as normal

60%

40%

Physical intimacy as an act of commitment

20%

80%

Physical intimacy as an act of exploration

20%

80%

159

1970

Blue, Rose. 1972. A month of Sundays. New York: Franklin Watts.
Blume, Judy. 1970. Are you there, God? It’s me, Margaret. Eaglewood Cliffs, NJ:
Bradbury.
Bulla, Clyde. 1975. Shoeshine girl. New York: Crowell.
Byars, Betsy. 1973. The 18th emergency. New York: Viking.
Cleaver, Vera, and William Cleaver. 1970. Grover. Philadelphia: Lippincott.
Flournoy, Valerie. 1978. The best time of day. New York: Random House.
Hamilton, Virginia. 1974. M. C. Higgins, The Great. New York: Macmillan.
Klein, Norma. 1972. Mom, the Wolf Man and me. New York: Pantheon.
Paterson, Katherine. 1978. The Great Gilly Hopkins. New York: Crowell.
Taylor, Mildred. 1976. Roll of thunder, hear my cry. New York: Dial.

TABLE A9
DIDACTIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE 1970s
Didactic Characteristic

Treated

Not Treated

Industrialization as desirable

50%

50%

Industrialization as undesirable

50%

50%

Mankind as good

20%

80%

Mankind as corrupt

80%

20%

America as a Christian nation

50%

50%

America as a secular nation

0%

100%

America as cohesive ethnic melting pot

10%

90%

America as diverse multiethnic nation

40%

60%

Society

Culture

160

Religion
God as judge

10%

90%

Man as judge for himself

100%

0%

Christ as Savior

0%

100%

Man as savior of himself

90%

10%

God as powerful

20%

80%

God as inept

20%

80%

God as triune being

0%

100%

God as universal unnamed force

0%

100%

Men as dominant in traditional roles

70%

30%

Woman as dominant in nontraditional roles

50%

50%

Men as reliant on women

40%

60%

Woman as subservient to men

20%

80%

Parent structure as mother and father

90%

10%

Parent structure as single mother or father

70%

30%

Parent structure as two of like gender

0%

100%

Parent structure as legal guardian

20%

80%

Parents as authorities

50%

50%

Parents as equals

40%

60%

Parents as knowledgeable

20%

80%

Parents as inept

90%

10%

Home life as a source of comfort

30%

70%

Home life as a source of conflict

90%

10%

Nature as biological wonder

50%

50%

Nature as spiritual entity

10%

90%

Nature as renewable

0%

100%

Nature as endangered

20%

80%

Divorce as rare

10%

90%

Divorce as normal

20%

80%

Prejudice as rare

10%

90%

Prejudice as normal

50%

50%

Violence as rare

10%

90%

Gender

Family

Ecology

Controversial Issues

161

Violence as normal

70%

30%

Physical intimacy as an act of commitment

20%

80%

Physical intimacy as an act of exploration

40%

60%

162

1980

Bauer, Marion. 1986. On my honor. New York: Clarion.
Cleary, Beverly. 1983. Dear Mr. Henshaw. New York: William Morrow.
Hurwitz, Johanna. 1984. DeDe takes charge. New York: William Morrow.
Mills, Claudia. 1989. After fifth grade, the world! New York: MacMillian.
Newman, Leslea. 1989. Heather has two mommies. Boston: Alyson Wonderland.
Paterson, Katherine. 1980. Jacob have I loved. New York: Crowell.
Rylant, Cynthia. 1986. A fine white dust. New York: Bradbury.
Steptoe, John. 1980. Daddy is a monster…sometimes. New York: Lippincott.
Voigt, Cynthia. 1982. Dicey’s song. New York: Atheneum.
Walter, Mildred. 1986. Justin and the best biscuits in the world. New York: Lothrop, Lee,
& Shepard.

TABLE A10
DIDACTIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE 1980s
Didactic Characteristic

Treated

Not Treated

Industrialization as desirable

60%

40%

Industrialization as undesirable

20%

80%

Mankind as good

30%

70%

Mankind as corrupt

60%

40%

America as a Christian nation

30%

70%

America as a secular nation

0%

100%

America as cohesive ethnic melting pot

0%

100%

America as diverse multiethnic nation

30%

70%

Society

Culture

163

Religion
God as judge

20%

80%

Man as judge for himself

90%

10%

Christ as Savior

0%

100%

Man as savior of himself

80%

20%

God as powerful

20%

80%

God as inept

10%

90%

God as triune being

10%

90%

God as universal unnamed force

0%

100%

Men as dominant in traditional roles

50%

50%

Woman as dominant in nontraditional roles

50%

50%

Men as reliant on women

10%

90%

Woman as subservient to men

10%

90%

Parent structure as mother and father

60%

40%

Parent structure as single mother or father

70%

30%

Parent structure as two of like gender

10%

90%

Parent structure as legal guardian

20%

80%

Parents as authorities

50%

50%

Parents as equals

30%

70%

Parents as knowledgeable

30%

70%

Parents as inept

70%

30%

Home life as a source of comfort

30%

70%

Home life as a source of conflict

70%

30%

Nature as biological wonder

50%

50%

Nature as spiritual entity

0%

100%

Nature as renewable

10%

90%

Nature as endangered

30%

70%

Divorce as rare

0%

100%

Divorce as normal

30%

70%

Prejudice as rare

10%

90%

Prejudice as normal

20%

80%

Violence as rare

10%

90%

Gender

Family

Ecology

Controversial Issues

164

Violence as normal

50%

50%

Physical intimacy as an act of commitment

0%

100%

Physical intimacy as an act of exploration

10%

90%

165

1990

Bang, Molly. 1999. When Sophie gets angry. New York: Scholastic.
Bunting, Eve. 1994. Smoky night. New York: Harcourt Brace.
Coman, Carolyn. 1995. What Jamie saw. Arden, NC: Front Street.
Curtis, Christopher. 1999. Bud, not Buddy. New York: Delacorte.
Ringgold, Faith. 1991. Tar Beach. New York: Crown.
Rylant, Cynthia. 1992. Missing May. New York: Orchard.
Spinelli, Jerry. 1990. Maniac Magee. New York: Little, Brown & Co.
Van Allsburg, Chris. 1990. Just a dream. New York: Houghton Mifflin.
Williams, Vera. 1994. Scooter. New York: Greenwillow.
Willhoite, Michael. 1990. Daddy’s roommate. Boston: Alyson Wonderland.

TABLE A11
DIDACTIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE 1990s
Didactic Characteristic

Treated

Not Treated

Industrialization as desirable

40%

60%

Industrialization as undesirable

40%

60%

Mankind as good

60%

40%

Mankind as corrupt

70%

30%

America as a Christian nation

30%

70%

America as a secular nation

0%

100%

America as cohesive ethnic melting pot

0%

100%

America as diverse multiethnic nation

50%

50%

Society

Culture

166

Religion
God as judge

10%

90%

Man as judge for himself

100%

0%

Christ as Savior

0%

100%

Man as savior of himself

80%

20%

God as powerful

20%

80%

God as inept

10%

90%

God as triune being

0%

100%

God as universal unnamed force

10%

90%

Men as dominant in traditional roles

30%

70%

Woman as dominant in nontraditional roles

40%

60%

Men as reliant on women

20%

80%

Woman as subservient to men

0%

100%

Parent structure as mother and father

50%

50%

Parent structure as single mother or father

70%

30%

Parent structure as two of like gender

10%

90%

Parent structure as legal guardian

30%

70%

Parents as authorities

40%

60%

Parents as equals

20%

80%

Parents as knowledgeable

50%

50%

Parents as inept

50%

50%

Home life as a source of comfort

60%

40%

Home life as a source of conflict

60%

40%

Nature as biological wonder

60%

40%

Nature as spiritual entity

20%

80%

Nature as renewable

10%

90%

Nature as endangered

10%

90%

Divorce as rare

0%

100%

Divorce as normal

20%

80%

Prejudice as rare

0%

100%

Prejudice as normal

50%

50%

Violence as rare

0%

100%

Gender

Family

Ecology

Controversial Issues

167

Violence as normal

60%

40%

Physical intimacy as an act of commitment

0%

100%

Physical intimacy as an act of exploration

20%

80%

168

2000

Creech, Sharon. 2003. Granny Torrelli makes soup. New York: HarperCollins.
Fraustino, Lisa. 2001. The hickory chair. New York: Scholastic.
Giff, Patricia. 2002. Pictures of Hollis Woods. New York: Random House.
Henkes, Kevin. 2003. Olive’s ocean. New York: HarperCollins.
LaMarche, Jim. 2000. The raft. New York: HarperCollins.
Myers, Laurie. 2000. Surviving Brick Johnson. New York: Clarion.
Polacco, Patricia. 2001. Mr. Lincoln’s way. New York: Philomel.
Recorvits, Helen. 2003. My name is Yoon. New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux.
Tolan, Stephanie. 2002. Surviving the Applewhites. New York: HarperCollins.
Woodson, Jacqueline. 2001. The other side. New York: Putnam.

TABLE A12
DIDACTIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE 2000s
Didactic Characteristic

Treated

Not Treated

Industrialization as desirable

0%

100%

Industrialization as undesirable

60%

40%

Mankind as good

60%

40%

Mankind as corrupt

40%

60%

30%

70%

0%

100%

America as cohesive ethnic melting pot

10%

90%

America as diverse multiethnic nation

40%

60%

Society

Culture
America as a Christian nation
America as a secular nation

169

Religion
God as judge

0%

100%

Man as judge for himself

90%

10%

Christ as Savior

0%

100%

Man as savior of himself

60%

40%

God as powerful

0%

100%

God as inept

0%

100%

God as triune being

0%

100%

God as universal unnamed force

10%

90%

Men as dominant in traditional roles

40%

60%

Woman as dominant in nontraditional roles

40%

60%

Men as reliant on women

10%

90%

Woman as subservient to men

10%

90%

Parent structure as mother and father

60%

40%

Parent structure as single mother or father

60%

40%

Parent structure as two of like gender

0%

100%

Parent structure as legal guardian

40%

60%

Parents as authorities

40%

60%

Parents as equals

30%

70%

Parents as knowledgeable

50%

50%

Parents as inept

60%

40%

Home life as a source of comfort

50%

50%

Home life as a source of conflict

50%

50%

Nature as biological wonder

70%

30%

Nature as spiritual entity

10%

90%

Nature as renewable

0%

100%

Nature as endangered

30%

70%

Divorce as rare

10%

90%

Divorce as normal

0%

100%

Prejudice as rare

0%

100%

Prejudice as normal

30%

70%

Violence as rare

20%

80%

Gender

Family

Ecology

Controversial Issues

170

Violence as normal

40%

60%

Physical intimacy as an act of commitment

10%

90%

Physical intimacy as an act of exploration

20%

80%

171
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VITA
Carolyn Jeanne-Marie (Cosgrove) Wicks was born on the sixth of October 1975,
to an Air Force colonel and his wife. Her father made a vow during the Vietnam War that
if he survived he would raise a religious family and make sure his children attended
Catholic school. It was not a Catholic school that greeted Carolyn on her first day, but a
small Baptist school with a principal who recognized a family in need of the gospel. This
concern would yield spiritual fruit and also serve as a catalyst for Carolyn’s yearning to
be in education.
Ranked twenty-first out of a high school graduating class of thirty-three, Carolyn
seemed an unlikely candidate to pursue education as a career. Yet, the encouragement
and dedication of college professors enabled her to finish college early and begin
teaching at age twenty. Married in 1995, Carolyn shared her commitment to teaching
with her husband James who taught high school history. Both taught for several years at a
Christian school in Tacoma, Washington, while earning their master’s degrees from
Pensacola Christian College in 1998. After various teaching opportunities overseas and at
the community college level, both Carolyn and her husband began doctoral work in 2002
at Pensacola Christian College for doctor of education degrees. Currently, both Mrs.
Wicks and her husband teach at Pensacola Christian College.

